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Five Fund Drive Begins
With WFUL Radio Auction
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A goal of $8000.00 was set at the organizational
Volume Thirty-Two
meeting of the Combined Five Fund Drive Mond
ay
night at the Chamber of Commerce office to be divi
ded
between five groups that will sponsor the drive. At
Miss Him?
the
same time, Mrs. Hendon Wright, long active in Fulto
n's
civic, cultural and social life was named the gene
ral
chairman of the project that got off to a good
start on
Wednesday morning.
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Number 2

Rice Objects To Five Dollar Bonus To City
Employees; Wants Police Budget Cut In Half

At the organizational meeting
Mrs. Robert Batts and Mrs. C. H. auctioneer on Wednesday's broadMcDaniel w,re appointed joint cast.
changed.) Following the explanarendered. (When Commissionei
What may develop int oa full
chairman of the finance committion Commissioner
Rice said: Bennett attempted to
scale united fund program to
tee.
explain that
"Okay, we'll charge that to passing
the initial cost of reverting to bulli
cover solicitations for all of tit.
the
buck
again.
"
Mrs. Wright made four com- Fulton' area's
gasoline purchases'would obliterfund.Kirives will be
mittee
--Wanted to Up the garbage ate any saving Rice accuse
appointments following promoted when the
d Benfive organizaher election to assist her in many tions joined to
disposal rate for Ferry-Morse nett of being agains
Fulton Cit Commissioner Bill Rice continued
t the move.
raise funds for
his
special events. They are: Mrs. their
Seed
Compa
ny
$3516 a year "Of course you're against' it," Rice
respective
mad search for
organizations.
leaks in the municipality's water sys- to $4800. When from
Don Henry, Hickman; Mrs. Rob- The Fulton
told that the col- told Bennett, "you're in the busiCounty Chapter of
Fulton
's
annua
tem
l radio auction
at the regtilar meeting Monday night, while char
ert Rudolph and Mrs. Nathan the National
n of the garbage at-the plant ness to sell to the City."
Foundation for In- opened Wednesday without the
g- lectio
The usualWade, Fulton and Mrs. C. D. fantile Paralysis
had
been
ing,
vastly improved and eco- ly composed and pleasant
indir
ectly
,
that
most
city
joined the Ful- beloved and familiar chant
empl
oyee
Mr.
s
shou
ld
drin
k nomies effected Rice again re- Bennett flared up at
of
Jones, South
Fulton. Friendly ton County Library
the remark
Board, the Colonel Charlie Burrow. Colonel more of it. In objecting to an expenditure of
Johnny Stayton did a fine job as Lion's Club City
torted
$150
with: "Another buck pass- and reminded him that he
for a
Park Committee, Burrow was out of town for the five dollar Chri
(Benstmas bonus to each of the city's 30 emnett) was fully aware of the law
the Fulton - Obion Counties openi
ng, but his "All-Girl Band," ployees
on the basis that the bonus was illegal, Rice said -Wanted to cut the police De- that prohibits a city official from
Clothes Bank the Twin Cities his other co-wo
rkers and the enpartment budget from $30,000.00 doing business with the
Youth, Inc., to combine forces in tire listen
that
he
did
not object to the amount of the gift because to
city.)
ing audience are hoping
$15,000.00 He asked that the City
a four-week radio auction which that
—Castigated
City
Manager
the day is not far off when he stated "it wasn't enough to buy a -fif
th" (of Whiskey.) Manager walk across the street Robey for the condition of the wabegan at 9:30 a. m. on WFUL "Mr.
Radio Auction" will be on When told that
South Fulton) "to see how it's ter pipes behind Wade
there
may
Wednesday to share in the funds hand to
be
some
ques
Furniture
tion about the (to
assist his lieutenants,
done.
" When City Manager Robey Company. An explanation
dervied from that popular fundlegal
ity
of the "expenditure the Commissioner did not
of the
Johnny St,ayton and Bill Gray.
attempteu to explain that the City progress made on the syste
raising device.
m failseem touched when he Was advised that the
small gift of 'Fulton had more businesses to ed to satisfy the belligerant ComThe possibility of an overall,
may have been the means for some families
protect: that both banks, the post- missioner. Commission
once a year drive, to cover all
er Molin
to enjo
fund raising in the area has been
Christmas turkey. Rice retorted caustically, "mos y a office and other public buildings offered some information in thise
t of were here, Mr. Rice shot back connection regarding the ruling
discussed for many years. Since
them (the employees) bought a fifth anyhow."
The ex- with: "If you're spending all that of the Planning and Zoning Com-s
some of the nationally supervised
penditure was approved by Mayor DeMyer, and
money to protect the whiskey in- mission, whereupon Mr.
organizations prohibit joint fund
Rice shot
Com- terest
s I want you to kncrw that back at Moline: "No need for
missioners Charles Robert Bennett and Clar
raising projects, the possibility
any
ence
Mo- people are ready to dry this town talk from you, boy,
has never been fully exploited.
line. Rice and Bob McCain voted "no."
your Planup."
(The Commissioner was ob- ning and Zoning Commission
With the impending fund drives
is
viously referring to a local option on the way out." Rice
In a particularly "objectionable"
of the five organizations antici
offered no
An explanation of the Rural mood
electi
on that might prohibit the explanation or his remark.
Commissioner Rice also:
Maybe you don't think I had a pated in the•near future, all have Redevelopment Program and how
pay for their water consumption sale
of alocholic beverages in the
—Wanted to know if "there
—Objected to a three and onechilling experience this week. agreed to join in the effort to test this new project can bring beneby meter reading instead of a flat
city.)
wasn't some • kind of a "horse
half per cent increase in the. salWhen I think of it I get frostbite the effectiveness of a combined fits to the area will be held in
rate. Said Rice:'They pay for their
Mr. Rice admitted that he knew aries of city employees.
swap" between the City of Fulton
Although
right down to the tip of my toes. fund drive.
telephones and lights, don't they, nothi
Hickman on January 17. The
ng about operating a police most of the members of the
and
the
Graha
m
Estate
in
settli
ng
Louis
board
Weaks, chairman of the meeting will be held at the REA
The truth of the matter is that I
why do we have to give them wa- depar
tment. (See advertisement expressed their opinion as
a $2000 street improvement levy
"not
feel like an undressed eskimo Lion's Club City Park Committee, building in that city at 2:00 p. m.
ter?" (The schools pay a flat fee on
Page
7
of
against the estate. (City Clerk
this issue.)
disapproving of the plan," they
for water an a year round basis
right now. And on top of it all Paul Riley Allen, president of the More than 65 civic leaders have
—Continued his drive to buy said they felt that this
Martha Smith explained that the
was not
in compliance with an ordinance gasoli
was an eye witness to the tragedy. Youth, Inc., group that sponsors been invited to attend.
ne in bulk on the theory that the proper time to put it into
Graham Estate agreed to let the
a wide program of sports activiefpassed by a previous City Coun- it would
Woodrow Coots, University of
save $1200.00 a year. He fec. Mayor DeMyer said, "The
City use the property as a street
cil. Mayor DeMyer explained that pointe
As you well know we have a ties for twin city youths, Mrs. Paul Kentucky Area Extension agent;
d out the alleged high cost public is against a spending
for public transportation in lieu
prowhen the new sewage- disposal of doing
special rate on the News right
(Continued on page ten)
Kenneth Grogan, ASCS Farmer
business with local ser- gram and I think we should wait
of the City having to buy the
system is put into effect the en- vice
now. Up until next Tuesday, JanFieldman; W. B. Bryan, Area right
stations and indicated that until we get our tax struct
of way.)
ure setuary 15 (positively the last day)
tire pattern of water billings and the statio
Conservationist of the SCS and
ns 7 were deliberately tled."
—Insi
sted
that the City Schools sewage
you can subscribe to the News in
others will be on hand to inform
assessments would be overcharging the
city for services
Commissioner
Moline,
who
the 20-mile area of the city for
the public as to how this program
favored the plan, said,. "The city
just $2.00 for a whole year. Well,
can affect the immediate area.
employes have not had an inwe have had some mighty fine
S. E. Holly, office manager of
crease
in two years and the cost
response to the special. Each time
the Fulton County ASC office
of living continues to rise. I think
I hear somebody up front giving
urges a large attendance. He also
any plan of this type will" pay
in the order for a new subscripstated that a representative from
dividends."
tion I sort of mosey up outside and
each of the various organizations
The motion to table the matter
talk with the new member of the
have a representative at the
until the July meeting was made
family. I ask if they've ever read
meeting.
by Commissioner McCain, secthe paper; if they like it; what I
Mrs. Mayme Stahr of Hickman,
can we do to improve it. Usually,
TURNER ON TV!
Representing °the plaintiffs in onded by Commissioner Rice. The
one of the five residents of that the suit is the
Hi.% dad may not like it, but
most generally, the people say
law firm of Ogden, vote was 4-1, with only Commiscity who had joined Kentucky Brown, Rober
Kenneth E. Turner, son of Mr.
they've been buying it on the
tson and Marshall of sioner Moline voting no.
Utilities in an election-contest Louisville
—Continued his objection to the
and Mrs. Kenneth Z. Turner will
newsstand, or a friend showed
and James Warren of
suit having to do with Hickman's Fulton. The defen
insurance coverage of municipal
appear on the Bob Hope Show
them one and they like it just
se will be reprepurchase of the -KU system there, sented by attorn
facilities. Rice saiciik atin$60,000.00
next Wednesday night. Turner,
fine. I take it all in. I rarely ask
eys Dee McNeil,
has
on the City Hall wascct of reason
filed
a motion asking that she James Amberg, John
stationed in Formosa will be seen
them WHAT they like about the.11
C. 1394A- and
be dropped as a party plaintiff to rant and Lloyd
said that a facility
in the audience scene of the Bob
paper. I just assume it's all of that;
Country
C. Emery.
Club Courts was insured for
the action. In her motion Mrs. expected that
Hope Show when it staged a perGREAT (999") writing I do and
an early hearing of
Stahr said that "she does not care motions in the
$5000.00, and said he: "You
formance there during the holilet it go at that. But to go on with
case will be set,
and does not want to be a party perhaps this
couldn't burn the thing up if you
days. The Turners own and manthe story.
month.
plaintiff" in contesting the validiput a blow torch to it." He accusage Radio Station WFUL in FulHickman is the last Kentucky ed
MRS. WRIGHT
ty of the election last November
the City of favoritism in placton.
Anybody who has ever worked
city exempt from the federal law
when Hickman voters overwhelming its insurance business with
at the News and who works here
limiting Tennessee Valley Authingly chose to purchase the pri"just two companies." (The City
now, knows that press day is alTIPTON REED
vate utility. Mrs. Stahr was one ority's service territory. T. V. A. distributes its insurance business
ways a bad day for the Westphelhas promised Hickman a low-cost
among all the city's agents, Mr.
of five-residents who had joined
ings. Whenever we end the day
Kentucky Utilities in filing the power contract when it acq Ares Robey told the News after the
with both of us alive, the staff just
meting.)
suit. Others are: Henry Halle- the system.
marks the calendar and says, "It's
man, Mr. and Mrs. Kent Hamby
At the meeting the Commission
Reed said at Paducah he will
bound to come next week," speakand Mrs. Mary Lee Mangold.
make a full effort to try the case also:
ing of course of the murder possi—Agreed to do more study on the
Meanwhile David R. Reed, a as soon as possible since both
bility. You see, I think that no
pump
sides
station for the sewage dishave
expre
ssed
Paduc
an
eagerah attorney has been named
matter what happens, we ought
The Fulton County Medical Society
posal unit.
ness
for
an
early
trial.
by
the
Court
of
Appea
ls
to hear
announced
never to leave out one line of
—Learned that complaints to the
the suit instead of Judge Elvis J.
Other defendants are the City of
news, especially if it's "live" local plans today for a program of mass polio immunization
Mayfield attorney L. M. Tipton
garbage department were almost
Stahr,
who
was
disqua
for
lified
Fult
to sit Hickman, the Electric Plant Board,
on, utilizing the now approved Sabin Oral
news. When the advertising is
Reed, announced and filed today
no,l-existent since new methods
Vac- as
in the case on a motion of KU, Fulton County, the Count
more than anticipated for the cine. Complete
a
y Judge, for collection have
candi
date
in
the
May
28
immu
niza
tion
been employed.
will
which
swore
requ
ire
that
a
Stahr
serie
has
a
s of 3 Democratic primary for the office
per- the County clerk, members of the
number of pages we are to run,
—Agreed that a rate reduction
doses. The first dose will be offered January
sonal interest in the matter be- Board of Electric Commi
the advertising, of course, must
of
ssion
Commo
27,.the secers, in the gas system was
nwealth Attorney for
not advisand the sheriff.
take precedence and then I have ond March 3rd and the third April 7th. Dr.
the First Judicial District. The cause be voted in the election.
able at this time.
Bob
Pete
rto start curtailing some of my son, president of the medi
distric
t
is composed of Ballard,
—Passed an ordinance making
cal society,said today. The vacnews-stories. Many an employee cine
Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves and
it
unlawful to throw trash and
will
be
offer
ed
to
thos
e from ages 3 months to 30 Hickman counties.
has heard me say: "OI$&$&$&$&"
debris in the creek with a firie of
years
,
and
will
be
in
you ought to know that people
the form of a sweetened liquid, Reed is a partner in the law
$100.00 if apprehended.
want NEWS in a newspaper . . . which will be available at two
firm of Martin, Neely and Reed,
—Heard a report that tax colstati
ons,
Carr
Elementary composed of attorneys Reed,
they don't want a circular." With School and
Sam
lections are good, with returns in
the
Heal
th
Cent
er
from
1 to 6 P. M. on the Boyd Neely and Carroll Hubbard,
that Paul goes about his business
from 96% of the property ownand schedules the ads. I keep above dates. Plans are being made for similar stations
Jr.
ers.
in
thinking that he's as crazy as can Hickman.
Reed, 44, is a lifelong resident
—Approved a $480.00 payment
be, journalism degree and all.
of Graves County and was born in
to Hemco Engineers for work on
The stockholders of the Fulton
To facilitate moving of traffic
At
the
annua
l stockholders
Clear Springs. He is a graduate of Bank met
in regular annual ses- meeting of the City National Bank the sewage disposal unit.
This wek it happened. A man at the two feeding stations parents December 20, 1962, approved the Clear Springs „High School. Mur- sion
to elect directors for the en- held Monday at the bank,
Arch
came into the office to subscribe should pre-register themselves vaccine.
ray State Col.ege and the Univer- suing year,
and to transact any Huddleston, prominent
The Fulton County Medical So- sity of
Fulton
to the paper. It was 1:32 P. M. I and any member of the family
Kentucky School of Law. business that might
come befcre businessman and William F. Galwas in try- office typing. Paul got who plans to take the vaccine, on ciety, together with the State and While in law school he was se- the
meeting. The following direc- tney of Jackson, Miss.
were electup and waited on the man. It was forms which will be made avail- Federal Health Departments urge lected as a meniber of the Ken- tors were
elected: Maxwell Mc- ed as new members
of the Board t
(Continued on page ten)
1:34 P. M.I called to the man over able at school and the local banks. all people between ages 3 months
Dade, Gilson D. Latta, Frank of Directors.
and 30 years even if they have
The other board
my office wall. I told him we were
Beadles, M. R. Jeffress, Harold members re-ele
The decision to use the Sabin had the Salk Vaccine to take
cted were, N. G.
glad he was going to be subscribthe
D. Henderson, Jr. and W. S. At- Cooke, L. H. Weaks
Oral Vaccine is based on the fact new vaccine.
, J. D. Davis,
er. He said that he had been buykins.
that this vaccine has been sancClyde P. Williams, Jr., Parks
A donation of 25c per dose is
ing it on the newsstand every'
tioned by both the Kentucky and being
The directors met following the Weak, Dr. R. W. Bushart, and
asked, but no one will be
week and taking it home. Paul
A ten-county organization meetUnited States Public Health De- refuse
Stock
holders meeting and Max- L. M. McBride.
d.
Outlying communities in
kept on entering the subscription.
ing for gubernatorial candidate
partments. Following 3 months of Fulto
well
McDa
de
was
elected chairn County are urged to obtain
N. G. Cooke was elected Presi- Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt will be
thorough investigation, the United the
vaccine at either Fulton or
A very delicious lunch was en- man of the board; W. S. Atkins, dent and Chairman of the Board,
It was 1:36 p. m. I kept on typ- States
held
the Marshall County
jt
Public Health Service on Hickman.
Presid
ent;
Frank
Beadl
es, Vice L. M. McBride Executive Vice
joyed by the West Kentucky-Tening. I didn't know the man's name.
CouRhouse in Benton Tuesday
Presid
ent;
M.
R.
Jeffre
ss,
Cashnessee
Presi
Chapt
dent
Then he started talking. "Yep," he
er of Retired Civil
and Cashier, Parks night, January 15.
Service Employees when they met ier; Harold D. Henderson, Jr., Ray Weaks Vice President, Bertes
says, "My wife and I come to
County delegations are expected
on Tuesday, January 8 at the Terrell and Kenneth Stanley, As- J. Pigue, John Daniel and Mrs. to come
Fulton every week-end to shop.
from Ballard, Carlisle,
sistan
t
Cashie
rs;
Mrs.
Willette Bonnie Asbell Assistant Cashie
Travelers Inn Restaurant for t'leir
We like to shop in Fulton. The
rs.
Hickm
an.
Fulton,
McCracken,
Kearn
ey, Marjorie Holder, Book- Kenneth Crews
regular meeting.
first thing we do is go to the drug
is manager of the Graves, Crittenden,
.
keepe
Livingston
rs;
Dottie
Mae
Harri
son, Installment Loan
store, or see Edmond Khourie
Department, and Calloway.
Guest speaker was Kenneth
Mrs. Faye Stephens and Mrs. Larry Davis,
and buy a paper." It was 1:38
Shirley Phillips, Field Agent in
Mrs. Catherine MeaThe principal speaker will be
B. D. Nisbet, a Contact Repre- Turner who spoke on. how he Mabel Bard as clerks.
cham, Mrs. Nancy Earle, Mrs. Breathitt.
p. m. I answer from my office, Agronomy from the University of sentat
ive of the Kentucky Dis- would like to spend his older years
The
organizational
Fulto
The
n Bank enjoyed one Peggy Spragg are
again "over the wall." I tell him Kentucky, will be at the R. E. A. abled
Tellers and meeting, which is open
Ex-Service Men's Board in retirement. His speech was en- of its best years. Its assets
to the
total
Bookkeepers.
we appreciate it. Paul hands him Building in Hickman next Friday, will
public, will begin at 6 p. m. in the
be present on January 18, joyed by twenty-six members and more than four million dollar
s.
his receipt. He asks the man's January 11th, at 1:30 p. m. to disAn
excell
ent
year was reported Marshall Circuit Court
1963 at the American Legion Hall four visitors who were Mr. ad The bank began operation
room.
in No- with assets of the bank as
name. He was from Hickman cuss new and improved producMrs. Young from Jackson, TehEarlier that afternoon, a woof
vembe
In
r,
Fulto
1945.
n,
Kentucky to assist vet- nessee
County. Paul has caught on to my tion practices for corn, soybeans
Janua
ry
1st
totali
ng $4,875,092.10. men's "get acquainted"
chapter, and Mrs. E. M.
coffee will
"whet do you like about the paper and small grain. Special emphasis erans and their dependents with Jenkins and Mrs. Robert
be held from 2:00 to 4:00 p. m.
McCain,
bit," and tossed out the question will be given to chemical weed claims for benefits due them
at the Kentucky Darn Village Inn
CANDIDATES!
as both of Fulton.
AIN'T FAIR!
control and new improved varie- a result of their
to the Hickman resident
After the business meeting, the
in Gilbertsville. Present will be
The government fails to convict
militar7 service
Convicts are perplexed. Signa- Miss
Chapter adjourned to hold the Jimm
ties.
Katherine Peden, Breathitt's
Hoffa.
y
He will be present from 9:00 A. M.
It begins to appear ture forgery brings 20
years, while state campaign
(Continued on page ten)
next meeting February 12 in they're savin Hoffa
Everyor^ is invitc i to attend.
chairwoman, and
g
for
Bob
Ken- voice forgery
until 3:00 P. M.
yields Vaughn Breathitt. The
Union City.
coffee will be for
nedy to run against in '68.
Meader about $500,000.
all women in the ten-county area.

Commiioner Sees End of Liquor
Indust Planning - Zoning Board

Hickman Meeting
To Explain Plan
Of Area Program

Mrs. Mayme Stahr Drops
Complaint In KU Action

Medical Society Resumes Mayfield Attorney
Plan For Sabin Vaccine Tipton Reed,To
COM

Oppose Roberts

Maxwell McDadel Two Members
Board Chairman Added To Board
At Fulton Emit Li City National

Kenneth Turner
Guest Speaker

Ten - County Meet
In Benton Planned
For Ned Breathitt

Agronomy Specialist
Veterans Aide Coming
At Hickman On Friday To Assist With Claims

.1%

An Old Year Has Faded, A New One Begun,
Yet The Pattern Of History Seems The Same
An old year has faded, making
way for the dawn of a new one. It was
on end and a beginning, inextricably
linked, the one forming the threshold
of the other. And the past, as it often
does, cast its long reflection across
the future as 1962 is done, 1963 ,begun. Millions.of individuals are re,, membering days gone by and ponder
the morrow against the backdrop of
yesterday.
It is a mixed backdrop for America, but somehow not anymore confusing than scores of other years gone
by.
How much does history change?
How different is one year from another, one century from another? The
historians can best give the answer
to the questions, yet as one reads the
news of one generation to another,
the pattern appears inexorably the
same.
For instance we read recently in
a report from a noted 'columnist, in
reviewing the past year, and contem• plating the future, that except for a
dateline history moves in cycles, with
an uncanny sameness. For instance
today the missiles and bombers are
gone from Cuba, after the chilling
hours of blockade, but the Communist
powers that provided the weaponry
still pushed its cause, and the Kremlin world still stands like a knife
across the world.
The year gone by was a year of
racial difficulties, of "freedom rides,"
uf a lone student under armed guard
at the University of Mississippi, of
thalido mida and deformed babies, of
Russian and American astronauts
whirling around the world. These
things wade the headlines of 1962.
Yet look's back and let's look
forward! Can we say that our forefathers "never had it so good" and
that those of us living today are the.-.
victims of a new and modern world
and the awful unCertainty of the fu-
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Thursday, January 10, 1963

We heard your ad on the Trading Post
Over WFTTL.

pure? Indeed, for those who have gone
before us and for those who will come
atfer us, there will always be an aura
of uncertainty about tomorrow.
We make this crystal clear in
publishing today an article handed to
us by Bill Browning as we discussed
the hazards of today, and the perils of
tomorrow. So let's flashback into the
pages of history to delve into the
reaches of memory of those people
who looked at the future more than
.
115 YEARS AGO

"It is a gloomy moment in history. Not in the lifetime of any man
who reads this paper has there been
so much grave and deep apprehension; never has the future seemed so
dark and incalculable.
"In France the political cauldron
seethes and bubbles with uncertainty.
"England and the British Empire
is being sorely tried and exhausted in
a social and economic struggle, with
turmoil at home and uprising of her
teeming millions in her far flung Empire.
"The United States is beset with
racial, industrial and commercial
chaos, drifting we know not where.
"Russia hangs like a storm cloud
on the horizon of Europe dark, menacing and foreboding.
"It is a solemn moment, and no
man can feel indifference, which
happily, no man pretends to feel in
the issue of events.
"Of our own troubles, no man
can see the end . ."
This editorial appeared before
World War II, before the Depression
of 1929, before World War I, before
the Panic of 1891, before the Civil
War.
It was an editorial in Harpers'
Magazine, October 10, 1847!

(TRAFCO) audience research, pilot
production, and Christian Education
evaluation were methodically and intelligently carried out. "Breakthru"
takes into account two well documented and at first, seemingly divergent findings: that children watch
television for entertainment and excitement, expecting little or nothing
in the process; and that at about the
fifth grade level there is a shift toward desire for programs which deal
with the real world in which the child
lives. "Breakthru" not only fills these
demands, but also enables adult viewers to learn much of this age child by
seeing the programs.
• The success of these programs
depends on viewer interpretation,
parental and teacher follow through.
For this reason, materials have been
prepared for use in the home and the
church. They may be obtained from:
The Service Department, Box 871,
Nashville 2, Tennessee or—The
Conference Council, Lambuth College, Jackson, Tennessee. Materials
to order are:
510C, "Teaching with Breakthru"
for parents and teachers-25c each;
511C, 'Viewer's Guide to Breakthru" for boys and girls-20c each.
"Breakthru" will be shown on
the following stations beginning:
January 12 4:00 P. M. Jackson WDXI
TV Channel 7.
January 19, 12:00 P. M. Memphis
WMCT Channel 5.
Should future tests prove this
method of storing blood effective
medical science can claim another
major break-through for protection
of hgalth.
Great souls are always loyally
submissive, reverent to what is over
them; only small, mean souls are
otherwise.
—Carlyle.
Great truths are portions of the
soul of man;
Great souls are portions of eternity.
—Lowell.

The

Sam gitallst's Scitapidoo4
A MAN'S PRAYER

nr7

"The Awful Uncertainty
of the Future"

Parents Urged To Make New Concept Of TV
Viewing Available To Children In The Home
"Breakthru" is a new concept in
Christian Education for boys and
girls. A series of thirteen 30-minute
programs, "Breakthru"
television
areas that conproblem
with
deals
cern boys and girls—basic honesty,
the feelings of guilt, the meaning of
death, etc. Aimed at nine to eleven
year olds, the program will also appeal to both older and younger children. Each program begins with a
drama, then "breaks" at a decision
point for discussion among boys and
girls of the nine to eleven age and an
adult friend. After this, the drama
concludes. Boys and girls in the discussion groups are from different locales and backgrounds. The "Breakthru" series was developed to help
boys and girls realize a deeper understanding of themselves, their relationship 4o themselves, and to God.
There are many significant differences between "Breakthru" and
previous attempts at television programing for children. "Breakthru"
has been produced through the efforts
of the Methodist Television Ministry
after a five-year study and expenditure of $250,000 in an effort to make
their children's programs relevant to
television viewing experiences of the
intended audience. Under urvision
of the Methodist General Radio, TeleCommi sion
vision, and Film

FROM

'each me that 60 minutes make an hour, le ounces a pound, an• d,
100 cents a dollar.
Help me to live so that I can lie down at night With a clear conscience, unhaunted by the faces of those to whom I may have
brought pain. Grant that I may earn my meal ticket on the
square, and in earning it I may do unto others as I would have
them do unto me.
Deafen me to the tingle of tainted money.
Blind me to the faults of other fellows and reveal to me my own.
Guide me so that each night when I look across the table at my
wife, who has been a blessing to me, I will have nothing to
•
conceal.
Keep me young enough to laugh with little children and sympathetic so as to be considerate of old age.
And comes the day of darkening shades, make the ceremony short
and the epitaph smiple, "Here lies a man."
—Author Unknown

You'll Say they're delicious!

KNOW YOUR STATE
GOVERNMENT

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street
(Note to Editor: This is the
fifty-seventh in a series of articles
on Kentucky's Economic progress
written by Lieutenant Governor
Wilson W. Wyatt, Chairman of
Kentucky's Economic Development Commission.)
The beginning of the new year
is traditionally the time to assess
the progress made during the past
twelve months. Over the next few
weeks, as Chairman of the Economic Development Commission, I
would like to report to you, the
citizens of Kentucky, some of the
outstanding achievements realized
under your economic development
program now going foi ward in the
Commonwealth.
New records continue to be established with each year of the
program's operation. For example,
highway construction, so vital to
bringing in new industry and expanding our growing tourist business, reached a new high in 1962.
In this record year, work contracts totaling $157 million were
awarded. This is an increase of
$35 million over the previous record year of 1961.
Some 2,500 miles of roads and
highways, new and improved,
were placed under contract in
1962. That's 2,500 miles of roads
and highways for farm-to-market
use, for transportitig our children
to school, for the products of our
new and expanded industries to
travel over, and for the use of the
million of tourists who are being

attracted to our state by our new
highways and our new $20 million state park program.
The United States Department
of Commerce points out that for
the first three quarters of 1962
Kentucky awarded contracts for
work on more miles of road than
any other state in the nation with
the exception of Texas. This huge
state, many times the size of Kentucky, exceeded our record total
by only 50 miles.
At present, 237 miles of interstate and turnpike ro,:tes are open
to traffic and another 231 miles
are under construction. These 468
miles al multilane, divided highways relpresent 44 per cent - nearly half - of Kentucky's planned
1,061 miles of new super-highway.
In addition to the record number of miles placed under contract in 1962, Kentucky received
national recognition for the most
beautiful bridge of the year—the
new Sherman Minton, doubledeck structure between Louisville
and New Albany, Indiana—and
for Interstate 64 between Louisville and Frankfort which was
named one of the 20 most beautiful in the country.
achievements
record
.These
point up the fact that for the first
history a
time in Kentucky's
modern system of highways, interlaced with adequate connecting roads, is being constructed to
serve all the citizens of the state.
This new system of roads and
highways will mean more dollars
in the pockets of all,our people.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night•
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

N.
Greenfield
AD 5-2293

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

The expedition, launched for
the purpose of cutting the flow of
supplies from Louisville to Major
Gen. William S. Rosecrans's Union
Army of the Cumberland at and
around Nashville, had been highly successful. The Louisville and
Nashville Railroad, over which the
supplies had been moving, had
been made useless for some time
to come. The two great wooden
trestle works at Muldraugh's Hill
had been burned. Each of them
was 500 feet long. One was 80 feet
high; the other, 90 feet. Both
would have to be rebuilt before
L. & N. trains could operate between Louisville and Nashville.
Altogether 2250 feet of railroad
bridging had been destroyed, besides three depots, three water
stations, and a number of culverts
and cattle-guards.
The Confederate government's
estimate of the "Christmas Raid"
wcwld later be expressed in a
"Thanks of Congress" joint resolution as follows: "ReSolved by the
Congress of the Confederate States
of America: That the thanks of
Congress are due, knd are hereby
tendered.to Gen. John H. Morgan and the officers and men of
his command for their varied, heroic and invaluable services in
Tennessee and Kentucky, immediately preceding the battle before
Murfreesboro — services which
have conferred upon their authors
fame as enduring as the records
of the struggle which they have
so brilliantly illustrated."
While Morgan's division by desperate night marches in bitter win-

While the absence of two such
excellent cavalry commands from
Bragg's army clbubtless made it
somewhat easier for Rosecrans to
approach Murfreesboro, the Union
general arrived there and went
into battle with fewer troops
than he would have had otherwise, for he had been compelled to
detach valuable units to send
them in pursuit of the Morgan and
Forrest raiders. One whole Union
division and one brigade of another division were missing from
the Battle of Stone's River because they had been diverted to
Kentucky in a vain chase after
Morgan's one division.

Detroit Firm Helps
UK Campus Planning
The University of Kentucky and
a Detroit firm will collaborate for
the next six months in preparing
a long-range plan for UK's future
physical plant growth. Crane &
Grirwic, Inc., under a $25,000 contract, will work with Lawrence
Coleman, UK campus planner,
and other admiryistrative officials
in noting the present physical
and educational character of the
University and in mapping its future needs. Among the prime considerations will be land utilization
and traffic circulation.
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An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN

One hundred years ago this
week, Brig. Gen. John Hunt Morgan's Confederate cavalry division, made up mostly of Kentuckians, was resting at Smithville, Tenn., both men and horses
having returned from Kentucky
virtually exhausted by the hardships of what has ever since been
called the "Christmas Raid."
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FULTON, KENTUCKY

100 Years Ago This Week
try weather had been escaping
from Kentucky after severing the
railroad, Rosecrans had moved
against Confederate Gen. Braxton Bragg's army at Murfreesboro,
bringing on the engagement referred to in the joint resolution
as 'the battle before Murfreesboro,' also called the Battle of
Stone's River. At the same time
Brig. Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest and his Confederate cavalry
had been on a mission in Western
Tennessee, of the same nature as
Morgan's in Kentucky, and had
been approximately as successful
In interrupting enemy communications and taking prisoners.
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11I f BELL SEAL IS ONE OF AMERICAS MOST FAMILIAR TRADE
MARKS. The original seal was developed
by Angus Hibbard, the Bell System's first
general manager, and included the words
"Long Distance Telephone" inside the outline of a t•-s)
which was enclosed in a rectangle. Eventually the wortiLds
was changed to "Local and Long Distance Telephone,"
and still later a double circle replaced the rectangle. The
seal, as it now appears, dates from 1939. You'll see this
familiar guide to good service on company buildings, on
public telephones and in advertising.
• 0 •
GOOD BUSINESS SUGGESTION: Do you use printed
stationary for either business or personal correspondence?
If so, may we suggest you include your area code and telephone number in the letterhead. If you own your own business, belong to clubs and organizations, or do a great deal
of personal correspondence, it's a good idea to give folks
your phone number as well as your address.
• * •
LONG DISTANCE IS A BARGAIN ANY TIME OF
DAY ...but it's an especially good buy after 6:00 p.m.
on weekdays or any time on Sundays and holidays, when
bargain rates are in effect. Also remember that rates are
lowest if you call station-to-station. A long distance call
is the next best thing to being there.
• •
SOMETHING NEW HAS
BEEN ADDED to the familiar fleet of green trucks
and vans driven by your
telephone company installerrepairman. The new compact van is a complete service shop on wheels, an important part of the fast,
efficient service tiles always available when you need it
• • •
4
DID YOU KNOW THAT about 40 per cent of all overseas calls are with Pan American countries? About 30 per
cent go to the Pacific and 25 per cent are with European
countries. The rest are to scattered counfta
,
nd ships at

11
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Diary of Dom's

The Fulton News, Thursday, Jan. 10, 19k.,

Miss Colley, Mr. Wade Are Married
In December Ceremony Al Oak Grove

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

On Sunday, December thirtieth,
Miss Janie Taylor of South Fulat three-thirty o'clock at the Oak ton served as
bridesmaid. She
Grove Church of Christ, Miss wore a dress
of red velvet identiSometime during the school vacation, after Santa
Jerilyn Ann Colley, daughter of cal to that of
the maid of honor
Claus had arrived, a young lady in our household wantMr. and Mrs. John Colley, Route and matching
shoes and white
5,
Fulton,
became the bride of gloves. Little - Miss Julie
ed us to see her "in action" on the new roller skates she
Bard,
Kenny Lane Wade, son of Mr. and cousin of the
bride, served as
found under her tree on Christmas morn. The present
Mrs. Chester Wade, Route 1, junior bridesmaid.
Her dress was
was not the big surprise that it should have been, beCrutchfield.
\
red velvet with a matching headcause she put in her order for the gift a long time before
Bro. William Woodson of Hen- band and her bouquet was identiderson, Tennessee officiated at the cal to the bridesmaid. Their only
the big day. She was among the many happy folks who
double ring ceremony before an jewelry was a single strand ol
got roller skates because they wanted them so they
altar banked with baskets of pearls, a gift of the bride.
could indulge in that sport that is getting more popular
„white gladioli and greenery. The
Attending Mr. Wade as be
focal point at the altar was a man was Bobby Shuff
every day. But anyhow, we went out to the Koller rink
of Hic.kmat
wrought iron arch centered with and the groomsman
was Georg4
with our young one and sat there almost in a trance for
white wedding bells and entwined Gunter of Fulton.
The ushers were
more than an hour.
with greenery. The back was Larry Davis, a cousin
of the bride
flanked with candles and greenery. and Phillip Jeffress
, a cousin of
Children of all ages seem to
Bro. Harold Neal of South Ful- the groom.
know how to skate and if they the New Year: 647 persons attendton, Tennessee sang "The Weded the Happy Day Skating Rink
For traveling, the bride wore a
don't know how extremely well, on
ding Prayer" and "sTaithful and two piece olive wool
New Year's Eve . . . 363 of
suit with
they keep right on at it until they them
True."
matching shoes and bag, with a
were actual skaters, who
do. Adults "of all ages," love to rolled
Given in marriage by her fath- mink trimmed hat. Her corsage
merrily along to their
skate, too, and their apparent love
er, the bride wore a gown of lace, was the roses from her bridal
hearts' desire . . . at seven a. m.
and enthusiasm for the pastime
over white slipper satin. The fit- bouquet..
on New Year's Day, 63 persons
intrigues us no end. As we sat were
ted bodice, which was fastened
Out of town guests were Miss
still skating and going
there, with Christmas so fresh on
with tiny self-covered buttons, Jackie Thompson of Petersburg,
strong!!!.
our minds, vision of floating
featured
round neckline. The Tennessee, Miss Linda Wells,
through the air on rollers danced
The attendant at the rink told
floor iength skirt was clasped in Nashville, Tennessee; John Creek
through our head. Round and us that one night, A lady started
front with a white satin bow. The of Bowling Green; Mr. and Mrs.
round went the skaters, over and skating at seven o'clock and at 12
back of the gown was fashioned W. H. Haase and Dixie Ann of
over Went the records; nobody o'clock she sat down for the first
with soft pleats which formed a Memphis; Mr. and Mrs .Carthel
seemed to get tired; nobody seem- time in five hours and had never The January issue of Fortune contains
train. The long tapered sleeves Bolton and Mike, Dresden; Mr.
a woodcut or Manhattan next week after a visit to
her parents,
ed to have the remotest notion of missed a record. He admitted
came to points at the hands and and Mrs. Ewell Oliver, Dresden;
a railroad crane by artist Anne Cooper Dobbins, Mr. and Mrs.
stopping until it was absolutely though, that marathon was apInnes W. Dobbins, Jr.'
were fastened with tiny self-cov- Mrs. Ethel Oliver, Miss Lynette
necessary.
parently a record for the local who is living in New York City. She will go back to
Louisville-Courier Journal ered buttons. Her tiered waist Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Baker,
rink, because when the lady finlength veil of nylon net was all of Memphis; Miss Cecelia BakWe kept our eye on a young
ally at down to take off her stration with an article on indus- goest Thou?" That's when we ment of a guest trip might go
un- caught to a pillbox of white satin. er, California; Myra Lynn and
fellqw about eighteen. We don't
trial
cranes.
skates she had to be helped along
started crying.
filled she invited Annabelle . . . The bride's only jewelry was a John Miles Bennett, Memphis;
Imo* whether Santa Claus brought
The crane, one of many loading
with the chore. There can be no
pearl necklace, a gift of the Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Alderdice and
him new skates or not, but whatAnnabel
le is leaving this week- all expenses paid, and some spenddoubt about it, skate along with scrap- irbn from railroad hoppers
groom. Her bouquet was a cluster family, Mayfield, Kentucky, and a
ing money, too!
ever his reason for being so hapme, is going to replace "Sing onto waiting ships, was first end on tne train ror New Orleans
py about being on wheels, he
When Annabelle told us about of white roses surrounded with group of students and teachers,
Along With Mitch," any day now. noticed by Anne Cooper from a where she will join Mrs. E. B.
surely was. He kept time with the
the
spending money "bit" we just white net and white satin stream- Gleason, Tennessee. s
commuter railroad station.
McLean for a super-jet trip to
music with every muscle in his
broke
down and sobbed; by the ers, which formed love knots.
Las Vegas, Nevada. Mrs. McLean
Anne Cooper Dobbins was on
body. His feet seemed never to
Now living in New York City, is a board
Miss Carolyn Colley, sister of
time
she finished telling us the
MR. PRESIDENT!
member of the Dixie
the bride, served as maid of honleave the floor, while he glided her own home grounds when she she is not taking any classes but Electric
story
we
were
in
hysteric
s
of
comCorpora
tion
and
the
comin and out of the crowd, stooped received her latest distinction in working on her own and submit- pany
Robert Bailey Binford, a junior
is having its annual board miseration for this poor, ole hard or. She was attired in a street
ting paintings to different shows. meeting
length dress of red velvet with a at the University of Tennessee
low, swayed right and swayed left the field of art.
working
gal.
After
the
meeting
in that exciting city. Each
Though still interested in indus- board
and breezed along all the way.
full skirt. Her headpiece was a College of Medicine was recently
member is permitted to ends in Las Vegas, the group will
Visiting her parents, Mr. and
trial subjects, she has found it take a
large bow of red velvet fashioned elected prsident of his class. Bingo
to
Los
Angeles
and
fly
home
by
guest along and Mrs. McThe next time we saw Raymond Mrs. limes W. Dobbins, Jr., in difficult to get into
jet again to New Orleans. Since with a veil of red net. She wore ford, a member of Phi Chi Medifactories and Lean has asked
Annabelle. Mrs.
Clark, who operates the popular Louisville she awaited eagerly the has been painting mostly
slippers and
she's
portrait
away from home anyway matching
s
white cal Fraternity received his BS
McLean
is the mother of Annaskating emporium, we plied him January issue of Fortune maga- and large crowd scenes
of
Annabel
late.
le said she would spend gloves, and carried a bouquet of from the University of Kentucky.
belle's sister-in-law. When the
with questions about the skating zine.
white mums surrounded by white He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Her last one-man show here was lovely lady realized that her allotenthusiasm and he gave us these
(Continued on page seven)
net and white satin streamers.
Her woodcut of a railroad crane,
A. Binford of Fulton, Kentucky.
in the summer at the Art Center,
startling and yet understandable
originally submitted as a cover,
statistics about "skating" fro into has
and last April she was given an
been used as a full-page illuexhibition at the Village Art Center in New York. She'll go back
Fast next week.
The Dobbins fami,- is
ii
FULTON,
known here.

FRY'S SHOE STORE'S

HAPPY DAY SKATING RINK
Sidway St.: South Fulton

Phones: 9126 or 720

If any of you want to shed come
real bitter tears of remorse,
please do so for poor Annabelle
Edwards. Our heart bleeds for her.
Annabelle, who is active in most
everything worthwhile in Fulton
is a hard working public servant
and often comes into the News
office with reports of various activities around town. Tuesday she
came and told us that she would
be away next week and sort of
apologized for her absence. Being
the nosey type we asked "whither

BIG STOCK REDUCTION SALE
STARTING WEDNESDAY
8:30 A. M.
s Slices
'to

JANUARY CLEARANCE
IN OUR MENS AND BOYS DEPARTMENTS!

Boy's Tom Sawyer and E&W Shirts
All $1.98 Shirts Reduced to...
(Limit Three per customer)

irf

sous

ei•

(Limit Three per customer)

One-Third Off On Samsonite Horizen Luggage

THE LEADER STORE
434 LAKE STREET
0

FULTON

Grace
Children's ,
Shoes
To

Boys and Girls Flannel Lined Jackets tej
Regularly $4.00;now Reduced to... • gds.•
Mens and Boys Wash 'N Wear Pants, Reg. $4.98 __ $2 pair
All Mens Ties, Values to $1.50
69c each, 2for $1.
All Mens Dress pants and sweaters, 1-4 OFF
All Mess Casual Pants including belt-ons and continentals,
Values to $5.98, This sale only
$3.98
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Midnight Jan. 12.
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S&H

with the
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Pet Ritz Pies. Coupon
Expires Midnight Jan. 12.
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%STA MPS'

nCOLi PON

100

BISCUITS (6 cans) 49c
Mich.
Id PERRIES 6 for $1.
CHILI(4-390 cans)
Cream Butter f• 69c
Pears (4-303cans)$1.
B.& S. ROLLS
25c
MIX FOR 89c
Kelleys

Tamales

Dairy Brand Sweet

X X 0.--6467
-fr-9i4D/

vcru.

All Brands

303 Cans

'

100

$120.00 Worth of S&H Green Stamps. Fill one Whole Book with
Coupons Plus Stamps on your Regular Purchase.

FREE

[1

Expires

Coupon

71
'

/

FREE 100 Extra S&H
Green Stamps with the
purchase of $10.00 or
more. Excluding Tab and
Cigarettes. Coupon Expires. Midnight Jan. 12.
Use Both Coupons with
purchased x $5.00 or more.
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J.-fl.STAMPS"

1 Lb. Quarters

Sacramento Fancy

Miss Liberty

Pkg. of 12

Pillsbury

aft, py.tatt,

FREE
50
Extra S&II
Green Stamps with purchase of $5.00 or more
excluding Tob. & Cigar-

GREEN
STAMPS'
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3 - Pkgs.

King Bird Pink

CAKE

Salmon

Expires

Midnight Jan. 12.

CO UPON

PLYMOUTH

TEA BAGS
FREE

50

Extra

Green Stamps

S&H

with the

U. S. No. 1 Fancy Reds

Bag of Potatoes. Coupon

ot
1.4

Expires Midnight Jan. 12

100 ci. __ 89c

59c, Li

PLYMOUTH

COFFEE

2 Lb. Bag __

99c

LB.
BAG

CREAM
OLEO

2 Lb. Crt.

45c

Acres of FREE PARKING

Eaiwell

MAINE 0

SARD111
ICE

ALLSWEET

MACKERAL 5 16 oz. Cans

Lb. Cal!

ICE

4r

purchase of any 10 Lb.

GREEN
STAMPS'

Reelfoc

Plymouth
1-2 Gal. Cr1.49c
MISS DIXIE

MILK

3.For

39c

Open Till 9 p. m.7 Days
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PREM
We C

$1.00

Hunt

PEACHES 4 - 2 1-2 Cans

$1.00

Milford Fancy

CORN 6 - 303 Cans

$1.00

Sacramento

COCKTAIL 4 - 303 Cans

Cello

RADISHES
Fresh

GREEN ONIONS
Fresh

-$1.00

COCANUTS

2 Pkgs

29c

Winsap

APPLES 4 Lb.

59c

TURNIPS Lb.

_ 5c

2 Bunches

29c
2 For

29c

Tube

TOMATOES Lb.

29c

203 SO. BROADWAY — SOUTH FULTON
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With the
Purchase of Mary
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Spaghetti. Coupon Expires Midnight Jan. 12.

3 Lb. Pkg

Midnight Jan. 12.

Jowel
6REE
% 7,4 MF

SWIFTS PREM. ROUND
LB.

HENDERSON

SIEAK
STEAK
ROAST
3ELF
LIVER
BEEF 2-Lbs.
ROAST

INITIZZIEmmis

rotten*/

SWIFTS PREM. SIRLOIN

-

0 Blab;

SWIFTS PREM. BOILING
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SelfRising
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2..
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99c

MAINE OIL

SARDINES

. 4 Lb.
10c

cr..59c

PARD DOG

FOOD
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6 Cans

ICE

9c MILK
39c

7 Days

7ULTON
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SWIFTS PREM. GRD.

We Cash Payroll Checks

SWIFTS CHOPPED

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Coupon

Expires

midnight Jan. 12.
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FREE

50

Extra

S&11

Green Stamps with
purchase

any

Beef

Roast. Coupon Expires
Midnight Jan. 12.
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of
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•

40 Ostia

FREE

50

Extra

Green Stamps
Purchase of

S&II

with the

20

Lb. Bag

Pard Dog Food. Coupon
Expires Midnight Jan. 12.

•
4.14,
4

COL) -ON

SHOULDER ROAST Lb. __ 69c RIBS Lb.
Swifts Sirloin

39c

FREE

50

Green

Stamps

Purchase of

Extra

S&II

with-the

3 Lb.'-Can

Boneless

TIP ROAST Lb.

99c SIRLOIN

Swifts Minute

Lb.

99c

Nice Lean

STEAKS Lb.

U PON

99c STEAKETTES Lb.

79c
NiPormes
COC-Y tsi)
.-,—'.

Del Monica

99c STEAKS Lb.

$1.49

FRIE

50

Extra

S&H

SLICED SMOKED

Green Stamps With the

JOWEL BACON .

purchase of 4 Lb. Pkg. of

Streat-O-Lean

•

. 3 Lb. Pkg. $1.00

to,
If UREEiV

SALT MEAT Lb.

19c BOLOGNA

_

Lb.

29c

Fresh Red

LIVER Lb.

Royal Dish

29c SNAPPER Lb.

79c TUNA FISH 6 Cans
Arm.
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BY TI45 PIECRI
aREAOTO
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"h
491
TM/6

1111...Ike..•.491
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L.'
334
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SLICED

BACON
1 Lb. Pkg. 4

Pop Corn. Coupon Expires midnight Jan. 12.

4.ST40.3
11 1

Chunk Style

Pork

Prices of Coupons Good Thru Sat. Jan. 12

Bulbs.

Swifts Short

BEEF Lb. _

89c

S&H

with the

purchase of any 8 Light

89c

ic?o"

Swift Proten

$1.

3 1-2 Gal. Crts.
89c HAM 2-12 oz. Cans

Green Stamps

LB.

Swifts Corn

LADY ALICE

100 Extra

LB

SWIFTS ROLLED BONELESS RUMP

BAG

FREE

LB.

SMFTS PREM. BEEF

PILLSBURY t

69c
9c
59c
9c
49c
LB.

SWIFTS PREM. CHUCK

MAXWELL

19c LARD

ag

100

Green Stamps

PIG FEET L. 194
PIG EARS La 194
PIG SNOOTS
PIG TAILS Ls- 19+
PIG MAWS Ls. ick
t NECK BONE Ls. 194

$1.00

Argo Fancy

CATSUP 614 oz. Bot.

$1.00

Argo Sugar

PEAS 6 303 Cans

$1.00

Argo All Green

LIMA BEANS 6 303 Cans _ _

Alki.
•aa.....4110111,"MOW lows.

411,

$1.00

at 8:45 p. m. Saturday, the Ful- Terry Beadles, Don Burnet
te.
ton squad travels a far piece to Johnny Covington, Duane McOwensboro where they will at- Alister, and John Shephard will
tempt to conquer a team rated try to add three victories to their
4-2 and 8-2 records.
number six in Kentucky. The
Bulldogs will play about 9:00 p. m.
PHS OVER VVINGO
in a doubleheader, which also sees
Last Friday night the FHS
By
Owensboro Catholic taking on
Bulldogs nudged a 56-54 overtime
Louisv
ille
Trinit
y.
Also
on
Friday
Lynn Williamson
night the South Fulton Red Devils victory over a battling team from
and Devilettes will be hosts to Wingo. Wingo pulled out in front
Great hardwood action will be two teams from
Paris. Paris has 18-13 at end of the first quarter
• in store for the Twin-Cities' bas- two powerful teams and these of play and really placed a scare
'xetball fans next weekend as four games should present much excite- in the Bulldogs. It was a close
ballgarne all the way, as was
games are scheduled. On Friday ment.
shown by the scores at tht finish
night a team from Hickman CounIf you are even in the slightest of the other quarters — 26-26;
ty wanting revenge for an overa basketball fan, I would like to 40-40; and 50-50.
time defeat by the Bulldogs in last
encourage you to be in iether Carr
Year's district tourney will invade
In the three-minute overtime
Gymnasium or
South Fulton
the Fulton High court. The FalGymnasium this Friday night. Be- John Shepherd, who sat out the
cons, who recently finished secsides your friends who will be at- third quarter with four fouls, conDnd in the Calloway County
tending the games, there will be nected what prayed to be BullThristmas Tournament, will meet
twenty-four boys and girls to dogs' winning basket Three Fulthe Bulldogs, who came in third
present you with an entertaining ton players scored in the double
in the Paducah Tilghman Christfigures as Kenneth Allen led the
and enjoyable evening.
nas Tournament, in Carr Gymn
attack with 18, while Johnny CovThis week-end Coach Roland ington and John Shepherd had 13
Bell's top eight girls—with Lee and 12 respectively.
Cantrell, Judy Neeley, Bonnie
TENNESSEE GAMES
Weaks, and Pat Lowe as forwards,
and Linda 'Thorpe, Freida Mans; 207 Commercial
Also on Friday night South
Phone 58 field,
Anna Hardy, and Nancy Fulton
split a dt•uble header with
Matthews as guards—and his start—Slip Covers; seat covers
Martin. The Devilettes, giving
ing
five
boys—
ANOTHER RECORD HIGHWAY YEAR—Kentucky
Gary
Isbell, Clay- their usual outstanding perfor
—Upholstering (all kinds:
mburn Peeples, David Brann, CharHighway Commissioner Henry Ward signs the last '
' modern and antique
ance, had little trouble in downti road
les Colley, and Gene Hardy—
—Draperies
building contract award of 1962, bringing the I- •
ing the Martin team by a 51-38
will be attempting to improve on
—Awnings, tarpaulins
dollar volume for the year to more than $157 million, I
score.1Judy Neeley had a fine
i their 11-1 and 7-12 record
s. Coach night of shooting as she cOnnec
It is a new construction record in highway building
ted
JAMES HAZELWOOD 1 Chester Caddas' B-team composed for 27 points. Pat
for
Kentucky, exceeding last year's record by some I
Lowe
also
scorof Philip Merryman, Gerald Braded in the double figures with 16
$35
million. Some 2,500 miles of roads and highways,
ley,
Ward
Eushart, David Mann, points for
UAL KILLEBREW
the Devilettes.
many
of them modern, four-lane routes, were put'
and Teddy Barclay, and his Aunder
contr
act during the year.
team composed of Kenneth Allen,
In the boys' game Martin had
nine players to score and carried
home with them a victory. With
Church have purchased a new
• DETROIT NEWS
Donal High's 27 points the Pansign for the front of the church.
By Roy Maurer
ther's team thumped the Red
Also they gave Brother Terrance
Devils 68-45. Three of South FulMcKain a couch for Christmas.
ton's quintet scored in the double
I am sorry you missed my col- Just what he needed.
figures. Gene Hardy, Clayburn
umn last week, but with my being
Remember your church needs
Peeples and Gary Isbell had 12.
down with a touch of bronchial you and you need the church
. So
11, and 10, respectively.
pneumonia, I did not feel much don't let one or the other
down.
like
writin
g. We sure are glad to
Tuesday South Fulton also split
a double header as the girls came have Karen Ruzinski with us in
through with a 37-22 victory and Detroit even though she did bring
8 LBS. FOR $1.50
the boys fell to a strong Dresden nine inches of snow with her.
AT THE
team 59-53. Pat Lowe was the Hope you get used to our winters,
leading scorer for the Devilettes Karen!
with 15 points. After a close first
Now that Christmas and New
quarter, the girls had very little Year is - aver, I hope you are
College Park, Ga., — College
Open 24 hrs.
trouble as is shown by the score through exchanging gifts, repair- Park firemen heard an automoAttendant on Duty
at the end of the other three ing toys and as usual throwing bile horn blowing steadily.
quarters, 17-14; 30-18; 3'T-22. This out what you don't need. Our
They found Mr. and Mrs. MelChristmas party at church for the vin Smith parked outside the Fire
children was a big success. Our Station.
Smith said his wife was going
pastor, Brolher Donald Munn is
sure preaching some good ser- to have a baby and he couldn't get
mons. If you are in Detroit, be her to a hospital in time.
Smith drove his car into the
sure and come to hear him. Our
church is located at 11 Mile Road station and Howard
Kemsey
and Campbell Street, Warren, Smith was born before the arrival
of a doctor and ambhlance.
Michigan.
The incident was routine to
We still have a few on sick
list. Ralph Kirb is in St. Josephs Fireman Hoyt Scarborough.
"This is the third one he's helpHospital, Room 511. Mrs. Rodgers
is in Henry Ford Hospital in the ed deliver," said Chief J. B. Ely.
The mother and son are doing
arthritic ward. A card or call will
cheer them up. Mr. and Mrs. nicely in a hospital.
Claude McNeil spent Christmas
with daughter, Sue (Mrs. ThornUse Christmas Seals on all holibro). The McNeils are from Wa- day letters
and packages. Fight
ter Valley.
TB.
Sure was nice to see Lee Earl
Scott and family here on vacation from his pastorial duties in
the south.
Glad to report that Mr. and Mrs.
by WICK SMITH
Wilson moved back to Detroit
from Ohio. Beverly's mother and
dad are better known as Doc and
Virginia.
I heard by the grapevine that
the Workers and Quilting Ladies
of Faith Cumberland Presbyterian

SPORTS
WHIRL

1 S. P. MOORE & CO

75%
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Legends Tell
About Hymn
Stories and legends surround
most of the modern ways of celebrating Christmas — and sometimes there is more than one
version of a story — such ae the
story of "Silent Night" and bow
the song came to be written.
Joseph Mohr, village priest of
Hallein, Austria, wrote the words,
and his organist wrote the music,
probably adapted from a melody
by- Michael. Haydn. On this point,
most sources seem to be agreed.
What inspired Father Mohr to
write the wards is another story
—or another two stories.
One version, say researchers
for The Book of Knowledge, is
that Father Mohr was called out
Into the snow on Christmas Eve
of 1818, to bless a newly born

baby in the home of one of his
poorest parishioners.
He was so filled_ with the spirit
of the season and the simple
beauty of the mother and infant
that when he returned to his
study he wrote the poem, "Silent
Night." Before Christmas Day was
over, his organist had written the
music.
Other versions have it that the
church organ had broken down
(impaired by mice, one story
says), and the people were saddened because there would be no
music -for Christmas Day. Shortly
before Christmas, Father Mohr
write his poem and Organist Gru:
bar the music.
At midnight mass, the people
sang "Silent Night"— with a guitar accompaniment.
Support "Dollars For Scholars"

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

SAYINGS
ON YOUR

from

Fireman Delivers
Baby At Station

"76
Music

Wildc

A

3 Section
5 Hole
Punched

300 COUNT
FILLER PAPER

STARTS THURSDAY!

PASTEL,STRIPED SHEETS AND PERCALE

REDUCED

Large 22 x 44 Bath Towels. . .2 For $1.00
Matching Wash Cloths . . . 6 For $1.00
•

WIMPEIBIT VI, %'U.BET Wt
CAN OW IT It4.4t3RED wrni
WICK SMITH
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Pb.. 82

Values

79c each 4for $3.00

Wash 'N Wear Prints
New

2 Yards For $1.00

ALSO SAVE ON WEARING APPAREL during
KASNOW'S CLEARANCE SALE NOW GOING ON!

STANDARD SIZE

6x9 RULED
WRITING TABLET

THIS
IS
VALUE

LARGE
COUNT
125 SHEETS
W:
Pi
Al
TI-

NATIONAL ADVERTISED

Illit

GI
IS
LI

LIGHT BULB

CC

60-75.10
WATTS

NEW FEEDS
IN STOCK

Patterns

Many More Items! Shop Our Store Today!

63
/
4

Each
REG. 25c

LF4141111111111111111

EXTRA THICK

$1 and $1.29

100 ENVELOPES

274

-,-.111•••••••••••=111.I-.-

BATH TOWELS

Standard
She
5 Hole
Punched

-c4 DOFF? TWINS

was the twelfth victory for the
Devilettes.
The boys played Dresden a
close game all the way. Dresden
led by only three points at the
first quarter. They led by five the
other two quarters and were only
able to win by six points.
Glover had 22 points for the
Dresden team while David Brann
had 18 for South Fulton and
Clayburn Peeples and Gary Isbell
scared 14 and 10 respectively.

"m(

Awarc
fany."
The
recto]
Accorr
rell.

January White Sale!
81 x 99 White Muslin . . • . . . $1.77
81 x 108 and Double fined • • . . $1.97
42 x 36 pillow cases . .
Pair 87c

"If
from
"I
Night,

Triple Class

KASNOWS

SAVE ON CANNON SHEETS

Horse and Pony Feed
Big Lay Crumbles

cwt $4.50
cwt

ALL PURPOSE

WOODEN FRAME
Black or Natural

(Laying mash)
-•

Fish Food, 50-Lb. Bag

$3.20

c
.

Kasnow's Dept. Store
448-52 LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone
399

8. Fallon

lel Central Ay%

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES
COOPERATIVE SERVICE AC:ENO

A
gran
presc
men1
Frid.
local
well
prog
ists
"T
Storj
‘,0

Live,
Ti
Bill
Scott
‘‘Nv

DRY CLEANING

HAPPY DAY LAUNDRETTE

Pa

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

\

)63
his
Arit
iple
feat
his
lent

Savings for the Entire Family In National Store's

WWI

January Clearance SALE

the
the
own
tory
sadno
ortly
tohr
;ru-

UP

TO

WINTER

ople
gui-

1-3 OFF

atiatittiStores

ON

11)ASSILAMK;IIINS.111ML.MINIE

MERCHANDISE

LAKE STREET
Page 7
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BOYS
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LADIES
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Miss Bennett And Courtney-Davis
Woman's Club "Goes To Broadway" Mr.Tucker To Be Vows
Performed
For Delightful Program Last Week Wed Saturday
In California

HELLO WORLD!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

the top of a hill northeast of
LinMr. and Mrs. William Jekko coln.
South Fulton are the pa-ents
of
Daniel T. Olson, who was riding
The News takes pleasure in a baby girl born Wednesday mornwishing Happy Birthday to the ing, January 9 at the Hillview with his son, escaped injury.
following friends:
Hosopital. The
baby weighed
A most delightful musical pro- narrated each
8
lb., 10 oz.
selection. Mrs. David
Janu
ary
11:
Portuguese officials gave Rusk
Wand
Mr.
.
and
Elliot
Mrs. Chester Bennett of
t, Mrs.
gram of "Broadway Hits" was Gowan is
Repeating vows in the candle- B. F. David
chairman of the Murray Route 3, Fulton
cool welcome.
, Rev. Carl M. Rob.
are today an- lighted living room
presented by the Music Depart- Music Depar
of the bride's bins, Harry D. Clifton., Sue
tment.
nouncing the engagement and apForment of the Murray Woman's Club
home, Mrs. Elizabeth King Davis, rest and
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
The
Joe Holland; January 12:
Fulto
n Music Department proaching marriage of their dau- Ventu
Friday at the general meeting of
Getting up nights, burning
ra,
and
Emme
tt
frequent •r
Court
Milfo
ney,
rd
were
Jobe,
hosts
Debo
ghter
of
the
rah
,
scanty
meeti
Darle
Kay
flow. leg pains or backac
ng
ne
Hogiwith
to
Lewis Dewain Fillmore, California
local Woman's Club which was
he ma)
were
be
marri
warnin
ges,
ed.
Jacki
g
Mrs.
Leon
of
e
Clark
ora
functi
, Mrs. Will McBushart, program Tucker, son of Mrs. Dixie Henonal kidney dls
well attended. The well chosen
orders —"Danger Ahead.
"
Dade
Delp natarf
, Bobby Teen, Sylvia Yates;
The Rev. Robert Pruitt, miniseliminate ei. ess acids and
program by the chorus and solo- chairman. The decorations were derson and the late Marvin Tucker
other wastes
Increa
most attractive. The mantle held of Wingo, Kentucky.
ter of Ventura College Methodist January 13:
Eloise Caldwell,
Kidney output with BURET
ists consisted of:
Lincoln, Neb. — When Mrs. Your se
S
39c back at
an arrangement of gold candelaMiss Bennett is a graduate of Church performed the double- Louise Galloway, Jack Matthews, Dorothy Olson,
4 DAYS If not please any drug store k,
53,
"Tonight," from
d.
faile
NOW
d
to re- DRUG STORE
at BENNETT
West Side brum, white candles and greenery. South Fulton
High School and ring ceremony. White carnations, Mrs. Will Hampton, Mary Lee turn to her Lincoln home from
Story.
an
Haws Lyons, B. J. Matthews,
Gold grapes hung from a gold Romy's Beauty School, Unio
chrysanthemums,
stock
,
a
n
d
erran
n City.
d to a nearby town, her
"On the Street Where You candelabrum with white candles, She is presently empl
greenery decorated the mantel- Dorothy Cox.
husband and son feared car trouoyed at
RUPTURE
Live," from My Fair Lady. .
in center of greenery, on a table Betty's Beauty Shop,
piece
and dining room.
January 14.: Myrtle Brockwell, ble and set out to
South Fullook fbr her.
The New Sensational Inver
Trio, Mrs. Robert Miller, Mrs. near the entrance.
Mrs.
G.
ton.
C
'ion
Buchanan, G. D. NeelBoth mother and son, Charles
The bride was attired in a green
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
Bill Furgerson and Mrs. John Ed
ey, Thomas Dedmon, Teresa" Pen- E. Olson, 32, wound
Mr. Tucker attended Wingo silk brocade taffe
A social hour followed with
up in a Linta dress with ningt
No Oders
Scott.
on, Mrs. John Gatlin; Janu- coln hospital with cuts
Mrs. S. M. DeMyer, chairman, High School and is presently em- gold slippers. She
and iracwore a corsage ary
"We Kissed in the Shadow," Mrs. J. C. Hancock, Mrs.
City Drug Co., Fulton
15: June Vetter, Myra Jack- tures.
Herbert ployed at General Tire, Mayfield, of yellow roses. Mrs. Carmen Calfrom The King and I.
No Belts — No Straps —
Smith and Mrs. Thad Fagan as Kentucky.
Their cars collided head on at
carone, matron of honor, wore a son, Nancy Locke; January 16:
Solo, Mrs. Glenn Doran.
Greg Veneklasen, Richard A. Bodhostesses. Delicious fruit cake and
The wedding ceremony will be gren knit sheat
h with a corsage
"76 Trombones," from The mints were served from
a beauti- Saturday evening at 8 o'clock at of autumn roses. Peter Calcarone ker, W. A. Stewart; January 17:
Music Man.
Susan Tegethoff, Eugene Evans,
fully appointed tea table, center- the Crutchfield Baptist Church. was ring bearer.
"I Enjoy Being a Girl," from ed with a copper
Ann Bennett, Johnny Hyland,
All
frien
ds
are
invited to attend.
bowl of white
The bride's
Wildcat.
daughter, Miss Shelby Radford, Pat Greengrass.
poinsettias with a gold lyre in the
D. V. M.
Jeannie Davis, Los Angeles, wore
Solo, Mrs. Joe Dick;
background, and flanked with gold
IL DUCE'S SON IS FATHER
a light blue wool sheath with a
Accompanist, Mrs. Robert candelbras with swirled
tapers.
Rome—Maria Mussolini, sister corsage of red
HELLO WORLD!
announces
Johnson.
roses. Miss Joan
Mrs. Hendon Wright, chairman of
of Sophia Loren and wife of the Howell served punc
"If Ever I Would Leave You," the Music Department
h
and
Mr.
wedd
and
ing
Mrs. Dale Breeden of
, presided late Italian dictator's jazz-pl
aying cake to the guests.
from Camelot.
Overland Park, Kansas are the
at the silver coffee service.
son,
Roma
no,
gave
birth
to a dau"I Could Have Danced All
The couple will live at 66 N. Fir parents of a 7 1-2 pound baby girl
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, club pre - ghter. It is the couple's first child
. St., Ventura.
Night," from My Fair Lady.
born January 5 at,St. Luke Hospresided,
at
t he
meeting
Solo, Mrs. Vernon Shawn.
pital in Kansas City. They have
She welcomed
new members
POODLE REVIVED
"Moon River," from Academy
name
d the new arrival Rhonda
and one visitor, Mrs. Fred Collier.
CLINTON, KENTUCKY
Oakland, Calif.—An Oakland
Award movie, "Breakfast at TifKay. Dale is the son of Mr. and
PHONE 653-8526
Announcement was made that the man, Jess
fany."
Burns, gave mouth-toMrs.
Ralph Breeden of Fulton.
Art and Crafts Department would mouth respi
ration to his 5-pound
The chorus was under the dihave their first meeting Thurs- toy
poodle, Tina, when she stoprection of Mrs. Vernon Shaw
n. day, January 24, at 9:30 A. M. The
ped breathing after bumping her
Accompanist, Mrs. Richard FerBoard of Directors met preceding head and suffe
Continued from Page Three
rell. Mrs. James Rudy Albri
ring a concussion.
tton the meeting.
Tina recovered.
the week-end in the French Quarter City and return home for
•
work . . . sometime, we hope!
SHALL WE BE ....
Annabelle said that when she
wrote her daughter, (Nell Meadors) if the (Annibelle) should go,
the daughter wrote back that it is
a "must". To tell, you the truth,
anybody who asks for permission
to take such a trip might have
rocks in the head. But Annabelle
doesn't. She has some wonderful
thoughts of a very fine trip, from
PLUS TAX AND
a very fine and thoughtful lady.
RETR

Autos Driven By Son
And Mother Collide

,
=1111111,.

• William P. Gregory,

The General Practice of
Veterinary Medicine

2.uvut j.25.00s

50

PENNY-WISE

6.70-15

AND

POUND FOOLISH

• • IN

THE

FULTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

WE DO NOT CONTRADICT THE STATEMENT THA
T SOME POLICE DEPARTMENTS AROUND US OPERATE ON LES
S MONEY. BUT THERE
ARE OTHERS THAT OPERATE ON MUCH MORE,
SIMPLY BECAUSE
THERE IS NEED FOR GREATER PROTECTION,
WHEN THERE IS
GREATER INCIDENCE TOWARD LOSS WHEN
POLICE PROTECTION
IS NOT ADEQUATE. WE ARE PROUD OF THE
REC
LICE DEPARTMENT FOR THE PAST YEAR, ESPECIORD OF OUR POALLY WHEN WE
COMPARE THE FIGURES OF COST AND THE HAZ
ARDS IN THE CITIES
WHOSE POLICE PROTECTION IS NEEDED FOR
THE REASONS THAT
FULTON NEEDS ITS PROTECTION.
LOOK AT THESE FIGURES
- YOU BE THE JUDGE!

City
•

Police Dept. Budget

1963

Estimated Revenue

Union City, Tenn.
$60,316.50
$12,000.00
32 Break-Ins, 87 Larcenies for Period
of Expenditure
Murray, Kentucky
$61,610.00
$13,000.00
55 Break-Ins, for Period of Expenditure
Mayfield, Kentucky
$70,000.00
$18,000.00
49 Break-Ins for Period of Expenditure

TOTAL FOR '62

FULTON, KY.

$30.080.00

$16,088.30
Highest in History

3 BREAK-INS

FOR PERIOD OF EXPENDITURE

YOUR POLICE ARE WATCHDOGS
OF YOUR POSSESSIONS AN
D YOUR SAFETY

New subscribers coming into
the News 'office have afforded us
so much pleasure. Tuesday, Jesse
Johns and his sister Mrs. Dean
Terrell both subscribed and we
enjoyed talking to them about
their families, their homes and
their interests. The new members
of our reading family live a hilltop away from each other where
the family has lived for a very
long time. We thought it nice that
Mr. Johns would go around doing
favors for his sister (you know
how big families are) so we complimented them both on their
thoughtfulness. Whereupon Mrs.
Terrell laughed a little and we
learned the real story. Mr. Johns
was coming tcetown with a farm
load and was to go by and pick
her up and bring her to town.
Either he forgot or thought nothing more of it, but he didn't bring
her in the first itrae and he had
to make another trip to town.
Glad he did. It gave us an opportunity to get to know both of them
at one time.

F
FULTON

AND

You

AFFORD

GET LESS

To

FOR YOUR

PAY
TAX

LESS
MONEY?

Paid For B• Lo al S • •.rters of the Fult
on Police Force

EADABLE
TIRE

UFG
"NEW TREADS"
Don't throw away good tire carcasses. Add
to your tire mileage by letting us put PrG
"New Treads" on your worn tires. Get new stopp
ing pov.er — Added safety — Skidresi-tant tread design. Come in soon and let us judge
whether it's wise to retread your
tire. Hurry while this offer lasts!

BleoodrIoli quality a pm"urti
isle this SILICO Per vidbed.

0

Now, htli grid,

ibled!lb&

bee apptied to amid ammo.

tcba steam IN. Walk man
many thous& at ail% NMI lel
at wads( Ima as&

Open 6:45-Phone 12
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!
World's Great Story
Of Friendship and Fury!
In Spectacular Color!
"Damon and Pythias"
P-L-U-S
"The Wild Westerner"
In Color!

Starts SUNDAY!

Can

•

Tennessee Williams
Great First Comedy!
Jane Fonda
Tony Franciosa .. in
"PERIOD OF
ADJUSTMENT'

Ihnotestand
Must WO foto*
controlled aad upset ntru
dbli
methods.

lbw ere axioms.la WA fa
*ameba rib dowels.
Bettor mins as may um "berg*
;doe the cm the mutat tadey.

BUDGET TERMS
AS LOW AS
*125

A WEEKI

Charles Scates Store
MARTIN, TENN.

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 404

PHONE 389

,c
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Bull Takes Over
At Dulles Airport
Washington — The plush new
Dulles International Airport could
hardly be classed a ww-pasture
landing strip, but it had some of
the earmarks Sunday.
While an American Airlines jet
flight- from Dallas circled overhead for 30 minutes, police and
chased an
men
maintenance
Angus bull around a runway, finally heading him toward a wooded
area.
Airport safety officers said later the bull apparently strolled into the runway from a nearby
farm after finding a break in the
fench surrounding the $110,000,000
airport.
Support "Dollars For Scholars"

ANEW
Free Burning

COAL
You'll Like!

Expertly Prepared—
Washed—Laboratory
Tested—Free Burning
—Easy to Fire. Perfectly sized for furnace,
stove, stoker.

CITY COAL CO.
Phone 51
Fulton
FULTON

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formula like th.s — with extra poteacy to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertnest. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

HOSPITAL NEWS

Local Group To
Enter Kentucky's
Progress Contest

The following persons were
patients in the three Fulton HosSelection of Kentucky's most
pitals on Wednesday:
progressive city in community
_
development during 1962 will start
immlediately after Janiuiry 15,
FULTON HOSPITAL
1963, when District judging gets
Mrs. Mary Nowlin, Luther underway in the annual Kentucky
Hughes, Marie Lawrence, H. H. Chamber of Commerce "ComPerce, Janet Long, Mrs. Rob Pil- munity Pride Program." Eightylow, all of Fulton; Mrs. Harold four communities are competing
Beard, Mrs. Lehman Elliot, El- for laurels and recognition in the
mer Walston, Mrs. R. C. Reid, Mrs. Chamber program, which emGlenn Walker, Lawson Roper, N. phasized beautification during the
G. Cook, Mrs. G. C. Richardson 1962 contest. The Fulton-South
and Mrs. George Hall. all of Route Fulton Chamber of Commerce
1, Fulton; Robert St. John, Route will submit an entry, Mrs. Covita
2, Fulton; Mrs. Billy Moss, South Olive told the News.
Fulton; Mrs. W. L. Weatherford
Malcolm
Mason, Lexington,
and son, Mrs. T. C. Maxey, both
of Clinton; Lewis Burke, Route 3, Chairman of KCC's Community
Committee, said:
Fulton; Mrs. Jimmy Jackson, H.R. Development
Roberts, both of Dukedom;- Mrs. "The purpose of the Community
Clyde Corum, Mrs. Carl Stroud, Pride Program is to make KenDavid Byrd, all of Crutchfield; tucky's towns so appealing that
Mrs. Annie Duty, Melva Kay Gib- potential industries, tourists, and
son, both of Hickman; Kerry Dub- investors or friends will select
lin, Water Valley and Mrs. Goble Kentucky over competing states."
Jackson, Wingo.
Each district contest is in
charge of a district chairman who
JONES HOSPITAL
will be responsible for all details,
including arrangements for the
Mary
Mrs.
Mrs. Bob Davis,
district judging. Competing comCrafton, James C. Croft, Mrs. Harmunities will submit written reBoaz,
Irene
baby,
rell Black and
ports for evaluation by the judges.
J. H. Lowe, John Worley, Ira Winners in
the district competiNorsworthy,
Ola
Mrs.
Armstrong
tionOwill
compete
for statewide
Mrs. Joe Weaks, Sr., all of Fulton; honors
in the finals, which will be
Mrs. Charles R. Johnson, May- conducted in
early March. Disfield, Mrs. J. C. Bowlin and Mrs. tricts in the
contest are similar to
iou Webb, both of Dukedom, the old
Congressional Districts.
Everett Yates, Water Valley, C. F. The First
District Chairman is J.
Smick, Crutchfield.
Foster Jones, Kentucky Utilities
Company, Paducah.
IIILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Jack Lowe, Pierce; Mrs. Russell
Boaz, Mrs. Georgia Knighton, Mrs.
Junior Grady, Hess Russell, William Keistler, all of Fulton; Harry
Mrs.
Gossum, Water Valley,
Wayne Sims, Milburn; Mrs. L. D.
Wright, Mrs. Clarence Copeland,
Mrs. Calvin Ray and baby, Jahn
Noeffel, Leila Mae Thorpe, all of
Fulton; Mrs. William Jeldco, Mrs.
David Elliott, and Paul Heltsly,
all of South Fulton, Mrs. Mary
Lecklightner, Route 4, Fulton;
Charles Hornsby, Dresden.

DEATHS
Mrs. Nannie Watts
Mrs. Nannie Reed Browder
Watts, 90, lifetime resident of
Fulton County, died at the Fulton
Hospital Saturday, January 5
following a lengthy illness.
She was born October 12, 1872
in Fulton County, the daughter
of the late Edward and Mary Ann
Luten Browder.
Survivors include a niece, Miss
Mary Attebery of Cayce and the
following cousins, Mrs. Jess Rogers
of Union City, Waymon Luten,
Union City. Ines Luten of Hickman, Mrs. Harry Sublette of
Cayce, Mrs. E. C. Whayne, Sr. of
Clinton, Dr. Drew Luten, St. Louis.
Services were held Sunday,
January 6 at the Whitnel Funeral
Home Chapel with Rev. D. F.
Wheatley officiating. Interment
was in the Mausoleum at Fairview Cemetery.
TRAFFIC DEATHS COSTLY
New York — Life-insurance
death payments due to traffic fatalities reached $76,000,000 the
first half of 1962, up $10,000,000
from the like period of 1961.

CLASSIFIED ADS
AGENT—
WANTED
HELP
Salesman Pyramid Hospital and
Disability Division needsa man in
the Western Kentucky area. FeaRenewable
Guaranteed
turing
Contracts, top coznmissions and
bonuses. Possible manager training for right man. Write 501 East
Center—Madisonville, Ky.
AGENT —
WANTED
HELP
Salesman: Needed at once, Man
27-40. Must offer high school education, well groomed, automobile.
This man we seek, we offer 4 to 6
definite appointments each day
and income from $6,000 to $10,000.00 per year. Write Box 254—
Madisonville, Ky.

WANTED: MEN AND WOMEN:
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma. We : - tall —
TV ANTEliNAS.
Trade-repair and move. Get our chine and electric floor polisher
Lucrative part-time or full-time
prices. We service all makes TV. and electric VetC1.11'-ri ..,_aners. Exwork available in prestige busiFurniture
Ci
change
Television.
Phone 307. Roper
ness. No usual canvassing. No
MAN OR WOMAN. Earn $35 or traveling.
WANTED AT ONCE—you can
internationally
Our
have good income supplying more a week in spare time, sup- known organization is number one
Rawleigh Household necessities to plying demand for well-known in its field. If you have a pleasing
consumers in Fulton. Full or part products in Fulton. One full time personality and best references,
time. A postal card will bring you opening. Write Ftawleigh Com- reply immediately to Mr. Paul J.
full details without obligation. pany. Dept. KYA-1017-11 Free- -Bates, Box 308.
Write Rawleigll Dept. KYA-1071- port, Illinois.
73 Freeport,

Dewey Johnson
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

REWARD!

The clerks will start taking
registrations January 21, for the
fiscal year 1963-64. The present
registration does not expire until
April 30, however, since so many
boatmen have ext:iressed the desire to get their registration over
with before boating season starts,
the Division is making an effort
to cooperate by permitting
registrations any time after January
21.
Also, those purchasing new
boats before April 30 will not
have to register for the
remainder
of the 1962-63 year and then
renew in April. They can
license
their new boat now for the
fiscal
year 1963-64, which starts May
1,
1963.

MAST
WORKER

buy it at

EXCHANGE

NIFtAM WALKER & SONS. INC, PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

K11-1

After Christmas Specials
• LIVING ROOM SUITS
• BEDROOM SUITS
• ODD CHEST OF DRAWERS
• CHIFFEROBES AND DRESSERS

Furniture Company
Available with
IS" plunge bow.

Flowers and Hallmark Cards
for all occasions
Invitations, place cards, birth
announcements.
Goren's bridge accessories and
playing cards.
RYTEX STATIONERY
Colored glassware, brass and
gifts.
Arrangements of assorted
permanent flowers.
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Pho. 20-J Nite & Sun. 20-R or
1763.

McCULLOCH
MAC/35A CHAIN SAW

• GAS AND ELECTRIC RANGES
• COAL HEATERS
• ODD CHAIRS

• Starts fast in any weather
•Takes straight bars up to 82'
•4.22:1 gear ratio
•Thrifty to buy,thrifty to operate

AT REALLY REDUCED PRICESI—

WADE'S USED STORE

PAUL NAILLING
Implement Co.
314 Walnut

"Trade With Wade and Save!"
Phone 478
217 Main Street

Fulton
Owellwew .• mew

PORK ROAST
PORK CUTLETS Lb. ____ 59c

COUNTRY STYLE

CENTER CUT

sWIFT PREM

PORK CHOPS Center Cut Lb. 69c

41

PORK RIBS Lb.
FRANKS 12 oz. Pkg.
RIB
END

PORK CHOPS

CUT

••4,

29c 1:3V 1

FRESH
PICNIC LB.

49c
49c

*

1 **
* ***** *

nu STORES

LB. 39c

MARKET MADE
Shop Your Local Stores

EICEI;CilsACON 5 Lb. __ $1.19c
TOFFY BRAND
SLICED BACON Lb.
39c

PORK SAUSAGE 3 Lbs. _ $1.00
HAMBURGER MEAT 3 Lb. 99c

PURE BEEF

Big Valu
Economy
Brand

CHUCK ROAST
39c
coRN
L-302 cans 25c

;Eli RITZ PECAN PIES
•

RON
79c I PINTO BEANS Bliews; 2 Lb. 29c

LityGent
Golden

ARMIN

ROLL TOWELS 150s
KRAFT
CHEEZ WHIZ 8 oz.

CHASE SANBORN

21c
35c

NAPKIN

COFFEE Lb. Can
59c
ilRarA DRESSING 8 oz'. ___ 39c
BLUE
RIBBON
15A.

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

ALL PURPOSE WASHED RED

25 LB. BAG

POTATOES . . 79c
YELLOW Northern Globe Med. Size 3 Lb. Cello

ONIONS . • • . 19c
FRESH Cut off Serve With Fresh Pork 3 Lbs.

TURNIPS . • • . 29c

10c isav MILK 31-2 Gal. $1.
PARKAY

Qtrs.

2 LBS.

MARGARINE
.
.
49c
24011
CHILIEs
can 390
SIMI11110imor •Isoas • ILIIMF • WM sissa
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TEN HIGH!

WADE FURN. CO.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Circuit Court Clerks in Kentucky's 120 counties this week
were mailed the 1963-64 forms for
registration of boats, according to
Director of the Division of Boating, Bud Calman. '

Enjoy the IDA
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Phone 103

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

WALKER

CHARLES W. BURROW

Circuit Clerks
Mailed Forms For
Boat Registration

Wick Smith Agency

TRANSFER CO.

FEMALE HELP WANTED: We
Phone $11
309 Walnut
have openings for 2 ladies to do
research and interview work in 'arm Loans
this county. This is a permanent
Conventional Loans
position with salary and expenses.
FHA Loans
Must have automobile, 21 thru 58,
and be interested in permanent -*-The very best selection of real
employment. For personal inter- estate for sale at all times!
view, Write 501 East Center—
Madisonville, Kentucky.

and

We can be at your side Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

GILLUM

"Covering everything"
FEMALE HELP WANTED: We
422 Lake St.
have immediate openings for 2
women in your immediate area to Fulton, KY.
Phone 408
do telephone interview and research work from your home. 4
hours per day, 5 days per week.
When It's
Must have private line. Rate of
pay $1.15 per hour. Persons inEstate
in Fulton
Real
terested, write Pyramid—Box 254
— see —
—Madisonville, Kentucky.

BEST

We can't keep you out of it
but with one of our Low-Cost,
three payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFrELD, KY.

All types of Insurance

For The

TROUBLE?

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Pre

L

Here's The Way CongressLooks At Bill "To Keep Folks Off Grass"

MEN:
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President Kennedy had a great
deal of trouble getting any of his
legislation passed in the last session of Congress.
"The way things are going in
Congress," a friend told us the
other day, "I doubt if the President could get a law passed to
prevent people from walking on
the White House lawn."
This got us to thinking what
would happen if President Kennedy asked for powers to keep
people off the White House lawn,
based on what has happened to
most of his other legislative requests.
The first thing the President
would have to do is to announce
at his press conference that he was
asking for special legislation to
prevent people from walking on
the White House lawn. He was
also requesting funds to have a
sign made and painted—"Do Not
Walk On The Grass"—which he
proposed to place in a conspicious
spot for everyone to see. The
President warned at the press
conference that, if he didn't have
these powers, the White House
lawn would soon deteriorate, and
he considered this one of the most
important bills of his entire program.
••1•0
,

TV EPAIR

int

[

All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television

111 Lake St.

Phone 4611

Since appropriations were involved, the bill was introduced in
the House of Representatives. The
House subcommittee on appropriations, with much reluctance, held
hearings. The President had requested $20 for the sign. The
chairman of the committee considered the request a waste of the
taxpayers' money. The committee
recommended that the President
be authorized to spend only $10
for the sign. The committee then
voted $6 billion to the Air Force
to build 30 new B-70 bombers
which the Department of Defense
hadn't asked for.
The House of Representatives
passed the lawn sign bill with
some misgivings and only after it
had -been assured the Senate
would hold the bill up.
The real batle for President
Kennedy's bill started in the Senate.
Several senators pointed out that
it was Congress who decided who
should not walk on the lawns of
government buildings, of which
the White House was only one. If
they gave this power to the President, he might use it to prevent
senators from walking on the
White House lawn, something that
our forefathers had no intention
of doing when they wrote the
Constitution.
A group of liberal senators objected to the bill on the grounds
that the sign would be made and
painted by a private company.
They threatened to vote against
the bill if the government was not
permitted to paint the sign itself.
The Southern bloc wanted a richer written in the bill specifically
forbidding Negroes from walking
on the White House lawn.
The Northern bloc felt that Nevroes had the same right not to
walk on the White House lawn as

Governor Combs is Man of Year

Page 2
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bonus to World War II and to KoKentucky has the fifth highe:
rean Conflict veterans. Both were case rate from tuberculosis
for $10 for each month of active the United States.
service with a maximum payment
of $300.
Q—Will the boys that are in the
U. S. Army now be entitled to the Accurate
Government loans when they reWORKMANSHIP
1
turn to civilian life, as were the
boys who were in World War II?
At Low Cost
A—Not under the present laws.
Watches, Clocks and Time
Such rights come to an end after
the close of the Korean Conflict Neese of All Binds Amurately Repaired at Lew Gat
on January 31, 1955.
by—
Smarilj dressed packages are
Christmas Seals this holiearl
da
eason.

C. (DOC) ADAMS

Ea6HMS
)
For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

TAKE YOUR PICK!
KENTUCKY "MAN OF'THE YEAR" award for 1962
was presented to Gov. Bert Combs (right) by Barry
Bingham, president of WHAS, Louisville, on a
WHAS television show reviewing events of the year.
The Governor was chosen to receive the statewide
award, presented annually by WHAS, for the
achievements of his Administration and particularly

-BOTH
NOW

in the field of education. Bingham cited expansion
of the vocational school system,„„increase of teacher
salaries, launching of the community college system
and groundwork on educational television as
some of the 1962 achievements of State Government
in the education field.

anybody else and wanted this
written into the bill. '
The Western bloc said they
Questions And Answers For
would vote for the bill if it provided for construction of six new
dams at the same time.
The senators from Nevada proposed that the sign be made from
silver. Oregon suggested it be
Q—How much was paid out as
Questions and Answers
made from nickel. Georgia wanta "bonus" to World War I veted it made from cotton.
Q—What happened to the old erans?
President Kennedy had all the Veteran Bureau?
A—Under the Veterans Re-adsenators to breakfast and explainA—The Veterars Bureau was justed Compensation Act of 1936,
ed the importance of his bill. He
brought in a Harvard landscape established August 9, 1921, and the VA has paid out just over
architect to dramatize the dam- took over the functions of the $3.8 billion.
age that could be caused when Bureau of War Risk Insurance as
Q—Has the so-called "Peacepeople walked on the grass.
' well as those vocational training time Veterans Education Act"
The senators assured the Presi- duties which had been handled by been passed by this session of
dent there would be no problem the Federal Board for Vocational Cotigress?
to passing the legislation.
Education, and those duties of the
A—No act nor law providing
Then they went back to the Public Health Service that had to
Senate and defeated the bill, 89 to do with physical examinations, Federal education for "peacetime"
servicemen had been passed by
11.
care and treatment of veterans. Congress as of August 15, 1962.
Nine years later, in July, 1930,
For additional information conthe functions of the Pension Bu- tact the Veterans Administration
reau of the Interior Department Regional Office 1405 West Broadand the functions of the National way, Louisville 1, Ky.
Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers were added to the work
Q—Did the State of Connecticut
The United States'Public Health of the Veterans Bureau and the pay a cash bonus to its World War
Service has approved a grant of entire organization was re-named I veterans?
$31,592 for the Continuing Edu- the Veterans Administration.
A—No. Connecticut paid a
cation Program in the University
of Kentucky College of Nursing.
Two programs currently are being financed by the funds. One is
designed to assiA head nurses to
better plan, organize and supervise patient care. The second is
planned to increase the knowledge,
understanding and skill of nurses
who teach and supervise in the
field of maternal and child nursing.

455
4/5 QUART

VETERANS AFFAIRS

"FARM FINANCE PLANNING
Should he done EARLY too!"
like early plowing. It is also good farm management to get
an early start in the field of financing for your farm production this season. Make sure you will have the necessary funds
available to make your farm operation PRODUCTIVE and
PROFITABLE.
This modem farm credit service is especially tailored to
farmers' needs by farmer-owned PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATIONS—who know farm financing needs.

Simple Interest Rate—COSTS YOU LESS
You pay only simple interest on a PCA loan. Simple
Interest Is charged on daily outstanding balance, reducing
Interest cost to you. For example, on a $6,000 loan to be repaid in one year in 12 equal payments, simple interest at 6%
Is $195.00, your low cost for the use of this money.

478

"Always See Your PCA First!"

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
JOHN P. WILSON
Fulton Co. Field Ofc. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky. Phone 2506

WARREN BARD
Hickman Co. Field Ofc Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5161

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

UK Nursing College
Wins Federal Grant

$2.85 I $1.45
PINT
1/2 PINT
$45.75 Case of Fifths

ENMORE
GOLD LABEL

SILVER LABEL

4YEAR OLD 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
90 PROOF

100 PROOF

INSTILLED AND BOTTLED BY DUNMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, LOUISYII ._E-OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY

FRIGIDAME
Banishes
Frost!
• Exclusive Frost-Proof system does
away-with all frost
defrosting
—even in freezer!
•Twin Porcelain Enamel Hydrators.
'* Flip-Quick Ice Ejector!
• Huge 150-lb. freezer with spacious
Roll-To-You basket.
• Full-width, full-depth shelves
—removable for easy cleaning.
Plus room for eggs, butter, cheese,
tall bottles and lots more on
deep-shelf storage door!

•

BETTER BISCUITS
euely time !

.1.111.1.1.11.1.1.111
LILLIJJJ111.1.111.1.111
JJJJJJJ-JJ111JJ1.1.1J1J1)
J.
1 1.1J 11111111111JJ1J1111J1
ILL111.111.1.1JJJ11..

i1.11.1J11.1.11
'.1.11.011.11.1

•Frigidaire dependability, too!

J1111J.1111

1111111JJAJJ1J1.1.1JJJ1J11.
JJ

JJA.1111.1.11.1.1.1.1.11.111.1
1.111.1.11111.111J1111.1J
11111.1.111JJ1J.UJJ.1.1.1.111.1.1.111.'
.1.111.11JJ

L-O-W

Model FPO-148-63 13.78 Cu. ft.

Down Payment

•

RANCH
HOUSE
FLOUR

FRIGID.AIPUE
...THE FAMILY REFRIGERATOR

E-A-S-Y
Terms

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNTTURE"
301 - 3 - 5 - 7 WALNUT ST.

PHONE 185
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Senator Brand
Father Named In
Asks Voters To Son's Slaying
Express Opinions Last Saturday
Senator George Brand of Mayield believes that a legislator can
sender better service if the wishs of his constituents are made
mown to him. In this respect the
lews received a letter from Senitor Brand asking that we publish
t. He serves the counties of
;raves, Fulton, Hickman and
vlarshal counties.
Here's the letter:
-)ear Friends:
On January 28th. the Legislaure is being called into extra sesion, and as it is rumored againt may come to a vote an moving
he election date to August or
eave it as it is now in May.
Before this day arrives, I would
ike the people to write me in reard to their desires on this mater.
I will appreciate and it will be
great help to me in deciding my
rote if I hear from you. I do hope
ill of you will write me before
ranuary 28th., and I will abide by
roar decision.
Thankina you in advance for
Tour cooperation—I beg to iemain
ts always at your service.
Signed.
Sebnator Geerge Brand

7IVE FUND—

CLINTON, Ky., —Robert J.
Trevathan, 62, Monday was charged with the fatal stabbing of his
son, Gene Ed Trevathan, 32, at
their home on Saturday night.
A murder warrant was issued
and the elder Trevathan was arrested shortly after a county court
of inquiry was held.. A witness at
the inquiry said that the slaying
took place during an argument
between the father and son. Details of the argument were not
reported.
Sheriff Stanley Hopkins said
the death weapon, a pocket knife,
was found in a small building at
the rear of the TreN,athan residence.
A coroner's jury concluded that
Gene Ed Trevathan died at about
7:15 p. m. Saturday "due to a stab
in the neck." The jury did not
name the alleged assailant.
County Judge E. H. Padgett
said an examining trial for Robert
Trevathan will be held. The accused man remains in the Hickman Gninty jail.
Funeral services for the son,
who w as no' married, wen held
at 2 p. m. Tuesday at Hopkins
and Frown Fui eral Home with
the Rev. John Redden officiating.
Burial was in Clinton C3ernetery.

(Continued from page one)
Vestpheling, chairman of the Ful- NOTEBOOK—
on County Polio Committee, Mrs.
Continued from Page One)
Ion Henry, hairman of the FulEven now when I think of what
on County Library Eaard which I heard makes my warm blood
,dministers the libraries in Hick- feel like ice water running
nan and C. H. McDaniel and through my veins. "My wife and T
llenn Walker who administer the buy the paper because we think
rffairs of the Clothes Bank were your advertising looks nicer and
resent or had representatives clearer than any paper we take,"
a the meeting. Spear. Heading the mine enemy subscriber says to
romotional activities for the un- Paul. It's 1:40 p. m. Paul gets the
tertaking are Vyron Mitchell, message after he heard the typeeneral manager of the Fulton writer hit the floor. He plies the
)aily Leader, Kenneth Turner, man with questions. "Speak louderesident of Radio Station WFUL, er," he says to him, "I think Jo
to Gardner, publisher of' the just fell on the floor."
Tickman Courier and IkIrs. Westtheling editor of the Fulton News.
"Yep," says this fugitive from a
Informal _jiscussions relating to journalistic pit, "my wife reads
he drive vrth civic leaders indi- every
.word in every ad and she
atecl that the "pilot" fund drive never- fails to say how nice they
you'd attain greater success if are." It's 1:42 p. m. I didn't hear
rganizations _were united . that another ,word after the man's last
2rve the entire -tvairetity and word. When I thawed out, I saw
'ulton County area.
Paul 'pass my office. It must have
In this respect it was revealed ben 24 hours later. His face was
hat:
still lit up like a Christmas tree.
—The Clothes Bank gives aid lie's never mentioned the incio recipients all over Fulton dent again. If I ever do, you may
:eunty, particularly in the rural get the exact time of my funeral
ateas of Hickman, Cayce, Western services on radio station WFUL
;chool, etc., as well as to the on any newscast after the bludame categury of recipients in geoning I will get from his Lord
louth Fulton and °Wort County. and Master The Advertising Man—The Fulton County Library ager of the Fulton County News
board administers the affairs of . . . Robert Paul Westpheling, Jr..
oth the Hickman and Woman's esquire. 'Iub Libaries, while the Fulton
,ibrary renders reader availability
a students of the South Fulton
;choo!s. The Hickman Library
lso makes lending available to
atreas of the Hickman rural
.reas.
—Toe Fulton County Chapter
The National Bureau of Casualor Infantile Paralysis serves the ty Underwriters has increased
ntire county with its organiza- private passenger auto liability
ion.
rates an average of 10 per cent
—The lilalton City Park and its over the state. The increase will
acilities is available to interested mean an additional ¶942,000 in
)ersons in the entire Fulton area. premiums annually for the 140
—The Tw!n City Youth, Inc., insurance companies in Kentucky
lakes its organization availaLle represented by N. B. C. U.
The r.ew rates are applicable to
youngsters in bo'h Fulton and
all new and renewal policies writ;oath Fulton.
ten on or after Jan. 9 and to all
policies written before Jan. 9
which will become effective on or
after March 1.
The rate boost for private passenger car liability rates is the
USS HARWOOD — Charles L. first since February
1961 and ^etussell, damage -ontrolman sec- fleets the rising
cost of claims and
aid class,-USN, son of Mrs. Alline the growing
number of claims fol;peed of 206 Feerth St., Fulton, lowing accidents
caused by KenCar. was servifig aboard the de- tucky drivers,
the N. B. C. U.
troyer USS
rwood while she said.
vas part of- the United States
Another filing by the National
tuarantine forces in the Carib- Automobile Underwri
ters Associa,ean.
tion on behalf of its 221 affiliated
The forces were under the com- companies in Kentucky
should
nand of Vice Admiral Alfred G. result in a statewide
premium reVeld, USN.
duction of $169,000 a year on phyThe Harwood operates from sical damage coverage
s after the
dlayport, Fla.
effective date of Jan. 9.

Insurance Goes
Up Ten Per Cent

SERVICE NOTES

WINSTON DENNIS, eatt1mese
and breeder of champion cutting
horses at Aledo, Touts, says,

"THAIS RIGHT,
NO BITE!"
i9 1.5
PrT
V2 Pint

TIP REED—

U. S. Army during World War IL
He
entered military service as a
C,enUnued From Page One
private in 1941, and later became
tucky Law Journal staff.
pilot, attaining the rank of capReed served two terms (1951- a
tain in the U. S. Army Air Corps.'
1955) as State Representative for
Graves County. He is one of
A Methodist, Reed As the lay
eight members of the Kentucky leader of Mayfield' First
Methos
Bar Association's Criminal Code aliet Church and is a member
of
Committee.
the church's Board of Trustees.

the Adult Men's Bible Class.
YIELDS 255 BUSHELS
Reed and Mrs. Reed and their
thre sons, Tipton, Jr. 18, Tommy
Olympia, Wash. — A new va15 and Shannon 5, reside at 819 riety of short-strawed soft winter
Pryor Street, Mayfield, Kentucky. wheat, named Gaines, yielded a
spectacular 155 bushels an acre
Adults should have chest 2
- on 11 irrigated acres of a Grant
rays every year or every other County, Washington, farm this
year. They often uncover other year. Plant breeders at Washingchest ailments as well as tiabereti- toe State University developed
Reed served five years in the For several years he has taught lad&
Gaines.

2.000 TOPICS OFFERED
Vatican eity—iviore than 2,000
Items were proposed by Catholic
bishops as discussion topics for
the ecumenical council. They cover about 10,000 pages in 14 printed
volumes the size of telephone directories.
Support -Dollars For Scholars"

Super Right - Fully Matured Beef

EAK SALE

Choice Cut Cube or

Sirloin
Teillone

Lb.

Porterhouse or

SUPER RIGHT

PURE

PORK SAUSAGE
1-Lb. Bag
2-Lb. Bag

99'

Lb.

OR BONELESS SWISS

ly
fuirt]

Lb.
lb. 49c

writ

U.S.D. A. INSPECTED - TOP QUALITY

WHOLE
LB.

•

Cut-Up"
Split or
Quartered
Lb.

29c
Nem Dv Fc©d Fa'„:" 22,t Chuck Roast
['quid Trend
48( Rib Roast :7
utch Cleanser 2 :1 .°: 33( Rump Roast
Nu White Flakes 3:0: 10€ CARROTS
Sweet:Teart
4
Lbc.19t
5 32c
Flour RH:in

Super
Right
Beef

16:"
Can

)

Cut

s. lb
iRsitb3

Beef

Reg

Blade

89c)

Lb

TOMATOES

Fres:1

Florida
Vine
Ripened

Crisp

Lb 25g

Lb

Bag

60c

ORANGES
790

APPLES

METRECAL
Dietary For Weight Control

Large
Red
Delicious

Large Size
California
Full of Juke

10 For 69g

Doz.

11111Bk
Pure

Chocolate
Vanilla
Butterscotch

8_0..$143
Cons

METRECAL

Soup

3::89(4

8 Varieties

790
99c

Lb

Boneless

(P
lain
Selt-Ris.
)
5-Lb. Bag

1st 5 Ribs
7-Inch Cut

Super Right

Bars

:aSpale

Lb

dexo Shortening
Whole Beefs 7.2.eux.,
A&P Poteoes
Green Beans or Hominy

1-Lb
Ac
Can

Whole

1-Lb.
Can

1 OC

16-0z.
Can

1

A 1,- P—Our

1-Lb.

F nest Quality

Can

f Save I

Parker

I

Chocolate Chip Cookies
) ronuts
Sandwich Cookies re:e
)
Striped Short Bread (12:Z) Braze Dziergent
Cello

1 OC

21
/
4
-Oz.
Can

Jane

t

Golden
Sugared
Or Cinnamon

10c

Ea.

B171111CIET STRAIGHT BOURBON, " & 100
PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND
INSTIUJED I MOTTLED ST YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY
CO. LOUISVIU.E—OWENS8060, KY.

104
39C

Pkg
(Save Sc)

Cello

0t12

0

Giant
Towel
2-Lb. 6-0z.

Pack

Box

84€

.11••••••

(Save 4c
On Each
Item
Choice
) Your

4,5C

STOKELYS
Peas
21'11
Corn
'
21 .39It
Shellie Beans 2457c
Tomato Catsup =214
Sweet

Cans -

Dry Trend
Detergent

2

Banded
12.25-Oz.
Pkgs

Quart
Bottle

22°

Wrisley
Bag Soap
L

Ass't Bars 1094
In Bag

J

Blue Silverdust i'prkiez 34'

C

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Saturday, Jan. 12

,olden Whole

Kernel

Purex
Bleach

39.

Cans

Sunshine
Hi-Ho Crack-irs
IBox 36

Little Bo-Peep
Ammonia

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

Qua"
Bottle

224

Beads0 Bleach
DRY
I-Lb I-Os
Pkg

41°

1VLai
see
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his tir
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copie:
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was t
Sam's
bookl
Sam 1
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News
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book.'
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at "a'
that
printi
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Ac
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Butterfield

NABISCO

v.

Can

Sa
6cve)

or Sliced

Saucr.zraut
Potate Stidts
Arittle! Food !zing
0

59.

Lb.

3

Vegetable

MELLOW-MASH

YeThell
owstone
Greatest American Whiskey

rece
mig1
cal
the

brou
Fult
1
Boa]
men

$109

Fresh Mushrooms

35c
69c

CENTER CUT ROUND

Hea
the:
tion
tion
Nem
Sun,

Strietmann
Zesto Crackers
16 Oa
29
60)

Clorox
Bleach
14-Gal
Bottle

394

Thi
lar.
closir
maiii
comp
whoi
copy
was
frieni
ed Sc
up. I
tle
realii
flip t
it NV(
needi
the
few
had
that
one.
Sai
for g
wonc
by ti
ing.
learr
host)
coulc
to le
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be s
copy
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drug
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